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1. INTRODUCTION
In our previous papers [29, 30], we dened a series of r-rigidity matrices
for an n-dimensional simplicial complex realized in d-space. Our goal was to
develop some matrix patterns for a simplicial n− 1-complex which would
capture, in the dimensions of their spaces of row (or column) dependences,
the g-vector whose r-component is
gr1 =
rX
j=0
−1j+r

n+ 1− j
n+ 1− r

fj−1: (1.1)
Much of the two papers was based on various ways to mimic the techniques
successfully employed to study the 2-rigidity of the 1-skeleton (innitesimal
or static rigidity of the bar framework). However, when we attempted to
duplicate the gluing theorems of 2-rigidity, we ran into a complete block.
We had great difculty unraveling the combinatorics and geometry implicit
in the trivial motions. Unless this was successfully handled, we would not
extract the desired information about the space of row dependences, i.e.,
the r-stresses.
Drawing on experience in other areas of geometry, we realized that an
alternating sum such as (1.1) suggests the Euler characteristic of some
chain complex. We present such a complex. This complex and its associ-
ated homology groups contain a rich array of geometry and combinatorics
for the simplicial complex.
The chain complex gives us an overview of which gluing (identication
of faces) between two r-rigid structures will preserve r-rigidity, or other
chosen properties. Such gluing is naturally studied using MayerVietoris
sequences in homology. We present such an analysis, with examples of the
resulting computations.
Gluing and coning have been essential tools for the study of 2-rigidity,
and they play a critical role in our presentation. With these tools, we can
analyze how a shelling of a complex affects the homology and the r-rigidity
of the nal complex. Section 11 presents some basic theorems.
We also analyze, in more detail, the geometry wrapped up in the lower
homologies of r-rigidity. The earlier case of 2-rigidity continues to influ-
ence our development of this theory. For example, the general results on
2-rigidity of d-manifolds in d + 1-space (and lower) guarantee that all
corresponding r-rigidity complexes have β0 = 0. We continue to conjecture
that a series of such critical cases will completely characterize the homology
(and therefore the g-vector) of a simplicial polytope.
As we were developing and writing up this paper, we became aware of a
major coincidence with previous works of Oda [24] and Ishida [14], carried
out for simplicial convex polytopes, in the context of toric varieties. In retro-
spect, our chain complex is essentially isomorphic to Ishida’s complex. Since
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we dene it in a purely combinatorial and geometrical manner, our com-
plexes are seen to work for arbitrary simplicial complexes. Convexity and
an underlying spherical topology are not relevant factors. Moreover, these
complexes extend immediately to non-simplicial polyhedral complexes, even
ones which have no convex realizations.
For a d-sphere realized in d- or in d + 1-space, Oda [24] analyzes his
complex using a suitable spectral sequence. From this analysis, he concludes
that
(i) appropriate lower homologies are zero;
(ii) there are interesting isomorphisms of the cohomology and dual
homology for the geometric complexes.
We translate this spectral sequence analysis to arbitrary realizations in d- or
in d + 1-space of a CohenMacaulay simplicial d-complex. The analysis
continues to show that
(i) appropriate lower homologies are zero;
(ii) interesting isomorphisms appear for the homology and cohomol-
ogy of the geometric complexes.
The correspondences which result can be viewed as extensions of the classi-
cal constructive correspondence of 2-motions and 2-stresses for triangulated
spheres in 3-space (Crapo and Whiteley [7]).
The recent survey [40] by one of the present authors gives a very nice
overview and summary of what has been done in the area of homology
extracted from discrete applied geometry. It also explains the relevance of
some of the approaches taken in this paper.
We thank Henry Crapo [6] and Lou Billera [2] for demonstrating in con-
vincing ways that the homology of an appropriate complex is the essential
tool for clarifying the geometry and combinatorics of such an geometric
problem. We also thank Carl Lee and Lou Billera for ongoing conver-
sations on the combinatorics and geometry of these patterns. We thank
Bernd Sturmfels for pointing out the connections with the works of Oda and
Ishida. Last but not least, we thank Neil White who initiated this project
and who collaborated with us for the earlier papers 29; 30
2. PRELIMINARY NOTATION
Let 1 denote an n − 1-dimensional simplicial complex on the set X.
We write σ1; σ2; : : : ; σk, where σi ⊆ X, to denote the subcomplex τ x
τ ⊆ σi for some i. The complex which is the n − 1-simplex is denoted
by Kn. Let 1r = σ ∈ 1 x σ  = r + 1 be the r-skeleton of 1, and let
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fr1 = 1r. For 0 ≤ r ≤ n, The rth component of the h-vector of 1 is
dened by
hr1 =
rX
j=0
−1j+r

n− j
n− r

fj−11; (2.1)
and the rth component of the g-vector is dened by
gr1 = hr1 − hr−11 =
rX
j=0
−1j+r

n+ 1− j
n+ 1− r

fj−11: (2.2)
Usually for the g-vector, r is restricted to 0 ≤ r ≤ n+ 1/2. But we do
not impose such a restriction because gr , for larger r, also has interesting
properties.
We will be working within the exterior algebra (Cayley algebra of joins)
for sets of points in projective d-space. (See Doubilet et al. [10] for more
details.) The exterior product of j copies of the vector space d+1 over
the eld of real numbers is written as V jd+1 and its members are called
j-tensors. Thus V 0d+1 = , V 1d+1 = d+1, and dim V jd+1 =
(
d+1
j

. The exte-
rior product of a˜; b˜ ∈ V 1d+1 is written as a˜ ∨ b˜ or simply as a˜b˜. Exterior
product is anti-symmetric in the sense that if eP ∈ V id+1 and eQ ∈ V jd+1, thenePeQ = −1ijeQeP . A j-tensor which is the exterior product of j 1-tensors is
known as a j-extensor. A d + 1-extensor is just a real number, being the
determinant of the d + 1 × d + 1 matrix whose columns are the d + 1
1-tensors. Each j-extensor a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜j spans a j − 1 dimensional subspace of
the real projective space d+1 which contains the points a˜1, a˜2; : : : ; a˜j . If
b˜1; b˜2; : : : ; b˜j span the same subspace as the a˜i’s, then a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜j is a mul-
tiple of b˜1b˜2 · · · b˜j . In fact a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜j gives the so called Grassman Plucker
coordinates of the subspace spanned by the points.
For a given i-tensor σ˜ , we dene an equivalence relation modulo the
kernel of σ˜ on V jd+1: For all eP; eQ ∈ V jd+1,eP σ˜= eQ if and only if ePσ˜ = eQσ˜:
We denote this quotient space as V jd+1/Ker σ˜ . We note that V
0
d+1/Ker
σ˜ = , and that, if i+ j > d + 1, then eP σ˜= 0.
We also note that, if eP; eP ′ ∈ V jd+1, eQ; eQ′ ∈ V kd+1 such that eP σ˜= eP ′ andeQ σ˜= eQ′, then eP + eQ σ˜= eP ′ + eQ′ and ePeQ σ˜= eP ′eQ′ since
eP + eQσ˜ = ePσ˜ + eQσ˜ = eP ′σ˜ + eQ′σ˜ = eP ′ + eQ′σ˜
and ePeQσ˜ = ePeQ′σ˜ = −1jkeQ′ePσ˜ = −1jkeQ′eP ′σ˜ = eP ′eQ′σ˜:
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Thus the equivalence relation is well dened within the Cayley algebra.
On occasion, we will want to give specic representatives of these equiv-
alence classes. This is done by choosing a xed d + 1 − i-extensor eAσ
complementary to σ˜ (i.e., eAσσ˜ 6= 0) and projecting each tensor eP from
σ˜ onto the space spanned by eAσ :
Projσ˜eP = ePσ˜ ∧ eAσ:
(For a˜1; : : : ; a˜i, b˜1; : : : ; b˜j ∈ V 1d ,
a˜1 · · · a˜i ∧ b˜1 · · · b˜j =
X
signσa˜σ1 · · · a˜σd−jb˜1 · · · b˜ja˜σd−j+1 · · · a˜σi;
where the summation is over all permutations σ such that σ1 < · · · <
σd − j and σd − j + 1 < · · · < σi.) This is the approach used in Tay
et al. [29, Sect. 9]. This also highlights the fact that this space V jd+1/Ker σ˜
has dimension
(
d+1−i
j

as a vector space over the reals.
We also need some notation for simplices and their relationships. We
often regard simplices in 1 as square-free monomials, and we often employ
notation appropriate to this context, for example, σ  ρ for σ ⊆ ρ, where
σ and ρ are simplices, and ρ/σ for ρ − σ if σ  ρ. If σx = ρ for some
x ∈ X, we write ρ  σ (ρ covers σ) and σ ≺ ρ (σ is covered by ρ). We
impose an arbitrary linear order on the set X of vertices. Placing each face
in this order imposes an orientation on the faces. If pi and µ are disjoint
subsets of X, we denote by signpi;µ the sign of the permutation required
to rearrange the elements of the sequence pi;µ in ascending order under
the given linear order, assuming that the elements of pi and µ are already
in ascending order. Similarly, if σ  ρ, we denote signσ; ρ = signσ; ρ/σ.
We want to realize 1 in d-space. So for each x ∈ X, let x˜ denote a
xed choice of homogeneous coordinates of x in d-space, i.e., x˜ ∈ V 1d+1,
a 1-extensor in d+1. The standard way to construct such homogeneous
coordinates is to take the usual Euclidean coordinates and append an addi-
tional coordinate of value 1. (In fact, any realization in projective d-space
is good enough, provided we x the homogeneous coordinates for each
point.) Whenever necessary, we will write 1y p, where p is the function
that maps x to x˜. We will also use p to denote restrictions to subcomplexes
of 1.
If ρ is the monomial x1x2 · · ·xr , and x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xr in the linear
order on the set of vertices, then ρ˜ denotes the r-extensor x˜1x˜2 · · · x˜r ; while
ρ˜/xi denotes the r − 1-extensor x˜1 · · · x˜i−1x˜i+1 · · · x˜r . (What in fact we are
doing is to choose a xed orientation for the faces and we denote a face σ
with this orientation σ.) Thus ρ˜ = 0 if ρ is not square free.
We now dene the spaces which appear in our chain complex. Consider
an n-dimensional simplicial complex 1 realized in projective d-space. Con-
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sider the vector space M
σ∈1i
V
j
d+1/Ker σ˜;
where each each element P is written in the form of a chain
P = X
σ∈1i
ePσ · σ;
where ePσ ∈ V jd+1/Ker σ˜ . Two chains P and Q in this space are equivalent,
and we write P 1
i= Q, if and only if ePσ σ˜= eQσ for all σ ∈ 1i. As a vector
space over the reals we have
dim
M
σ∈1i
V
j
d+1/Ker σ˜ =

d − i
j

fi1:
We also recall the convention that 1−1 = Z and note that V jd+1/Ker
Z = V jd+1.
3. THE SKELETAL CHAIN COMPLEX
The idea of a chain complex is a sequence of linear spaces, connected by
a sequence of boundary maps such that the composition of two adjacent
maps is identically 0.
Let 1y p be a simplicial complex of dimension n realized in projective
d-space. Let r ≤ d+ 1 be an integer. We assume that for each face σ ∈ 1i,
i ≤ r − 1, σ˜ 6= 0. The r-skeletal chain complex is
Rr1y p x 0 ∂r−→
M
ρ∈1r−1
V
0
d+1/Ker ρ˜
∂r−1−→ M
σ∈1r−2
V
1
d+1/Ker σ˜
∂r−2−→
· · · ∂1−→ M
a∈10
V
r−1
d+1 /Ker a˜
∂0−→ V rd+1 ∂−1−→ 0:
(When working with r-skeletal chain complexes and related concepts, if 1
has faces of dimension greater than r − 1, we can ignore them and work
with 1r−1 instead. We usually assume that n ≥ r − 1, but this is not
essential. We always assume that σ˜ 6= 0 if σ ∈ 1i, i ≤ r − 1.) We also
note that if 1y p and 1y q are different realizations of 1 in d-space, then
Rr1y p need not be isomorphic to Rr1y q.
The boundary maps are dened as follows: For a general i-simplex σ
with coefcient ePσ ∈ V r−i−1d+1 /Ker σ˜ ,
∂iePσ · σ = X
x σ
ePσx˜ · σ/x:
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This is extended linearly to i-chains. Finally
∂−1eP · Z = 0:
We must check two facts. First, the maps are well dened on the equiv-
alence classes, and, second, ∂i−1∂i = 0. First, if σ = pix then
eP σ˜= eQ ⇔ ePσ˜ = eQσ˜
⇔ ePx˜p˜i = eQx˜p˜i
⇔ ePx˜ p˜i= eQx˜:
Second, for any i-simplex σ ,
∂i−1∂iePσ · σ = ∂i−1 X
x σ
ePσx˜ · σ/x
= X
y σ;y 6=x
X
x σ
ePσx˜y˜ · σ/xy
= X
x6=y
ePσx˜y˜ + y˜x˜ · σ/xy
= X
x6=y
0 · σ/xy = 0:
Thus we have a well-dened chain complex.
The elements of the kernel of ∂i are the i-cycles, CyiRr1y p, and the
elements of the image of ∂i+1 are the i-boundaries, BdiRr1y p. As usual,
we have the homology spaces of the chain complex
HiRr1y p = kernel∂i/image∂i+1 = CyiRr1y p/BdiRr1y p
and the corresponding Betti numbers: βiRr1y p = dimHiRr1y p.
For a d − 1-dimensional simplicial complex 1y pd−1 realized in
d − 1-space, the Euler characteristic of its chain complex can be dened
in two equivalent ways:
χRr1y pd−1 =
r−1X
i=−1
−1iβiRr1y pd−1
=
r−1X
i=−1
−1i dim M
σ∈1i
V
r−i−1
d /Ker σ˜
=
r−1X
i=−1
−1i

d − 1− i
r − i− 1

fi1 = −1r+1hr1: (3.1)
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A similar result holds when 1y pd is realized in d-space:
χRr1y pd =
r−1X
i=−1
−1iβiRr1y pd
=
r−1X
i=−1
−1i dim M
σ∈1i
V
r−i−1
d+1 /Ker σ˜
=
r−1X
i=−1
−1i

d − i
r − i− 1

fi1 = −1r+1gr1: (3.2)
Thus our chain complex captures the combinatorics of the h-vector and
the g-vector of 1. Whenever we can show that βiRr1y pd = 0 for all
i ≤ r − 2, we can conclude that gr1 = βr−1Rr1y pd ≥ 0. Likewise, if
βiRr1y pd−1 = 0 for all i ≤ r − 2, then hr1 = βr−1Rr1y pd−1 ≥ 0.
Example 3.1. Let 1y p be a simplicial complex realized in d-space.
Consider the d + 1-skeletal chain complex Rd+11y p:
0→ M
ρ∈1d
V
0
d+1/Ker ρ˜
∂d−→ · · · ∂1−→ M
a∈10
V
d
d+1/Ker a˜
∂0−→ V d+1d+1 ∂−1−→ 0:
The boundary maps are
∂iePσ · σ = X
x σ
ePσx˜ · σ/x;
where σ ∈ 1i and ePσ ∈ V d−id+1 . However, sinceePσx˜σ˜/x = signσ/x; xePσσ˜
and ePσσ˜ is a scalar, it is a simple exercise to see that this is the chain
complex for the usual reduced homology of the simplicial complex 1d.
As a corollary we have the following proposition.
Corollary 3.2. For any simplicial n-complex 1y p realized in d-space
where n ≥ d, the d + 1-skeletal chain complex Rd+11y p is (isomorphic
to) the chain complex for the simplicial reduced homology of 1d.
Corollary 3.3. Let Kny p be the n − 1-simplex realized in d-space.
Then
βiRd+1Kny p =
8<:
(
n−1
d+1

i = d;
0 i < d.
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Proof. Since we are considering a d + 1-skeletal chain complex in
d-space, the skeletal homology is the reduced homology of Kdn . Recall
(Munkres [23]) that a cone has all reduced homology 0. Since Kd+1 is such
a cone (of Kd), all its reduced homology vanishes. There are three cases.
The rst is the case n = d + 1. Here Kdn  = Kn. Hence all skeletal
homologies vanish. For the second case we have n ≤ d. Restricting to the
n− 1-dimensional subspace spanned by the vertices of Kn, the n-skeletal
homology is still the reduced homology. Hence all the homologies are 0.
Nothing is changed when we move over to d-space. Thus all the homolo-
gies are still 0. For the nal case, n ≥ d + 2. The reduced homologies of
Kdn  all vanish except at the top. Therefore βiRd+1Kny p = 0 if
i ≤ d. We can use the Euler characteristic to calculate βdRd+1Kny p:
−1dβdRd+1Kny p =
dX
i=−1
−1iβiRd+1Kny p
= χRd+1Kny p =
dX
i=−1
−1ifiKn
=
dX
i=−1
−1i

n
i+ 1

= −1d

n− 1
d + 1

:
This completes the proof.
4. HOMOLOGY AND SKELETAL STATICS
Consider a simplicial complex 1y p realized in d-space. We will now
see that the homologies HiRr1y p describe the stresses and loads of
our r-rigidity matrices of 1y p. The equivalence of the two denitions of
the Euler characteristic then points to the basic connection which we are
seeking.
We recall some denitions of skeletal statics from Tay et al. 29; 30.
We translate the denitions (stresses, loads, etc.) from the presentation
implicit in the minimal matrix and the truncated matrix.
The r-rigidity matrix Rr1y p, r ≤ d + 1, has its rows indexed by 1r−1
and its columns indexed by 1r−2. The ρ; σ entry is
x˜ ∈ V 1d+1/Ker σ˜ if ρ = σx
0 if σ - ρ:
Working with σ˜=, we can assume that all the entries in the row of ρ are the
same 1-extensor m˜ρ =
P
ai∈ρ a˜i since σ˜m˜ρ = σ˜x˜ if σx = ρ. The 1-extensor
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m˜ρ can be considered the weighted center of mass of the face ρ. Each row
of this matrix can be considered a member of
L
σ∈1r−2 V
1
d+1/Ker σ˜ . The
subspace generated by the rows is written Rowr1y p. Since
∂r−11 · ρ =
X
x∈ρ
x˜ · ρ/x;
and the chains 1 · ρ, ρ ∈ 1r−1, generate the space of r − 1-chains, we
see that Rowr1 = Bdr−21:
An r-stress is a row dependence of Rr1y p, that is, an assignment λ of
scalars λρ to the elements of ρ ∈ 1r−1 such that, for each σ ∈ 1r−2,X
ρσ
ρ=σxρ
λρx˜ρ
σ˜= 0:
Since the σ component of ∂r−1
(P
ρ∈1r−1 λρ · ρ

is
P
ρσ λρx˜ρ = 0, it is
clear that
Stressr1y p = Cyr−1Rr1y p:
Since we are at the top of our chain complex and the only r-boundary is 0,
we also have
Stressr1y p = Hr−1Rr1y p:
A simplicial complex is said to be r-independent if there is only the trivial
r-stress, i.e., if βr−1Rr1y p = 0.
An r-load is an element L = Pσ∈1r−2 eLσ · σ of Lσ∈1r−2 V 1d+1/Ker σ˜
such that, for each pi ∈ 1r−3, X
σpi
pixσ=σ
eLσx˜σ p˜i= 0:
The entire space of r-loads is written Loadr1y p. By the denition, we have
Rowr1y p ⊆ Loadr1y p. Also we have Loadr1y p = Cyr−2Rr1y p.
This is seen as follows. For each load L and each pi ∈ 1r−3, the pi com-
ponent of ∂r−2
P
σpi eLσ · σ isX
σpi
eLσx˜σ p˜i= 0:
Thus L is an r − 2-cycle. Conversely, for each r − 2-cycle P and each
pi ∈ 1r−3, the pi component of ∂r−2
P
σpi ePσ · σ isX
σpi
ePσx˜σ p˜i= 0:
Thus P is a load.
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Finally it is also immediate that Rowr1 ⊆ Loadr1. This leads to the
following denition of a space which was dened implicitly in our preceding
papers 29; 30 (by duality with trivial motions). The space of unresolved
loads is the space UnResr1y p = Loadr1y p/Rowr1y p. A simplicial
complex is called r-rigid if, and only if, UnResr1y p = 0 and the row
space generates the r-loads.
Given our previous translations, we have the following translation
between statics and homology.
Theorem 4.1. For any simplicial complex 1y p realized in d-space,
d ≥ r − 1, we have
(i) Stressr1y p = Cyr−1Rr1y p ∼= Hr−1Rr1y p;
(ii) Loadr1y p = Cyr−2Rr1y p;
(iii) Rowr1y p = Bdr−2Rr1y p.
(iv) UnResr1y p = Hr−2Rr1y p.
Corollary 4.2. For any pure simplicial d − 1-complex 1y p realized
in d-space, d ≥ r − 1, gr1 = dim Stressr1y p if, and only if,
r−2X
i=−1
−1r−iβiRr1y p = 0:
Proof. We know that βr−1Rr1y p = dim Stressr1y p. The result
then follows from
dim Stressr1y p + −1r+1
r−2X
i=−1
−1iβiRr1y p
= −1r+1χRr1y p = gr1:
In particular, for a d− 1-complex 1y p realized in d-space we will have
the desired measure of gr1 as the (non-negative) dimension of a vector
space if βiRr1y p = 0 for all i ≤ r − 2. In Section 11 we will show that
any shellable d− 1-complex, in general position in d-space or d− 1-space,
will have βiRr1y p = 0 for all i ≤ r − 3. More generally, we will show
in Section 12 that the same holds for CohenMacaulay d-complexes. This
will yield the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let 1 be a CohenMacaulay d-complex realized in
n-space, n = d or d + 1, such that the σ˜ 6= 0 for every face σ ∈ 1.
1. If n = d we have
dim Stressr1y p = hr1:
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2. If n = d + 1 we have
dim Stressr1y p − dim UnResr1y p = gr1y p:
We also have the following conjecture, which, if true, would extend the
g-theorem to homology spheres.
Conjecture 4.4. Let 1y p be a homology d-sphere realized in d + 1-
space, such that the σ˜ 6= 0 for every face σ ∈ 1. Then for 0 ≤ r ≤
d + 2/2, we have
dim Stressr1y p = gr1y p;
and for d + 2/2 < r ≤ d + 2, we have
dim UnResr1y p = −gr1y p:
Example 4.5. Consider the 2-skeletal chain complex of a simplicial
complex 1y p realized in d-space.
R21y p x 0 →
M
pi∈11
V
0
d+1/Ker p˜i
∂1−→ M
ai∈10
V
1
d+1/Ker a˜i
∂0−→ V 2d+1 → 0:
This corresponds to the standard static or innitesimal rigidity of a bar
framework on the 1-skeleton. Therefore
χR21y p = f11 − df01 +

d + 1
2

:
If the points span at least a hyperplane of the space, we will see that
β−1Rr1y p = 0 (in Section 7). By Theorem 4.1, UnRes21y p =
H0Rr1y p. Thus β0 = 0 if the 1-skeleton is 2-rigid. So
0 ≤ β1Rr1y p = dim Stress11y p = f11 − df01 +

d + 1
2

:
In particular, standard results on the rigidity of bar frameworks 15; 35
show that for a generic realization of a simplicial d-sphere (or even a sim-
plicial minimal homology cycle) in d + 1-space, the 1-skeleton is 2-rigid.
Therefore we have the standard lower bound for simplicial spheres (or min-
imal homology cycles in d-space),
f11 ≥ df01 −

d + 1
2

:
In our preceding paper [29], we studied four other variants of the
r-rigidity matrix. In the end, we showed that, for all of these, the spaces of
r-stresses and what we have called here the r-unresolved loads were iso-
morphic. We could elaborate a distinct chain complex for each variant, but
we would end up with isomorphic homologies.
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5. THE RIGIDITY COCHAIN COMPLEX
Let 1y p be a simplicial complex realized in (projective) d-space.
The r-skeletal cochain complex, r ≤ d + 1, is
Rr1y p x 0← M
ρ∈1r−1
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker ρ˜
δr−1←− M
σ∈1r−2
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker σ˜
δr−2←−
· · · δ1←− M
ai∈10
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker a˜i
δ0←− V d+1−rd+1 ← 0:
For a general i-simplex σ with coefcient ePσ ∈ V d+1−rd+1 /Ker σ˜ ,
δiePσ · σ = X
ρσ
signσ; ρePσ · ρ:
This is extended linearly to i-cochains.
We must check two facts. First, the maps are well dened on the equiv-
alence classes, and, second, δiδi−1 = 0. First, if ρ = σx theneP σ˜= eQ ⇒ ePσ˜ = eQσ˜ ⇒ ePx˜σ˜ = eQx˜σ˜ ⇒ eP ρ˜= eQ:
Second, for any i − 1-simplex pi  ρ, where ρ is an i + 1-simplex, there
will be two i simplices in the interval pi ≺ σ ′, σ ′′ ≺ ρ. Then
δiδi−1ePpi · pi = δi X
σpi
signpi;σePpi · σ
= X
ρσpi
signσ; ρ
 X
σpi
signpi;σePpi · ρ
= X
ρpi
signσ ′; ρsignpi;σ ′
+signσ ′′; ρsignpi;σ ′′ePpi · ρ = 0:
Thus we have a well-dened cochain complex.
The elements of the kernel of δi+1 are the i-cocycles, CoCy
iRr1y p,
and the elements of the image of δi are the i-coboundaries, CoBd
iRr1y p.
We have the usual cohomology spaces of the cochain complex,
HiRr1y p = CoCyiRr1y p/CoBdiRr1y p:
and the corresponding Betti numbers, βiRr1y p = dimHiRr1y p.
Example 5.1. Consider, again, d + 1-skeletal cochain complex of
1y p realized in d-space. Since V 0d+1/Ker σ˜ ∼= , the cochain complex is
Rr1y p x 0← M
ρ∈1r−1
 δr−1←− M
σ∈1r−2
 δr−2←− · · · δ1←− M
ai∈10
 δ0←− ← 0;
where r = d + 1. This is the usual (reduced) cohomology of 1.
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Remark 5.2. Let 1 be a simplicial complex based on X. The Stanley
Reisner ring or the face ring of 1 over  is A = X/I1, where I1 is the
ideal generated by all square free monomials which are not members of 1.
We grade A in a natural way by degree, A = A0 ⊕A1 ⊕A2 ⊕ · · · . The
r-skeletal cochain complex is naturally related to the face ring as follows.
Realize 1 in d-space. Consider the top cohomology:
0 δr←− M
ρ∈1r−1
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker ρ˜
δr−1←− M
σ∈1r−2
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker σ˜
δr−2←− · · · :
Since ρ˜ is an r-extensor, we have that P ∈ V d+1−rd+1 implies Pρ˜ ∈ V d+1d+1 ∼= .
Therefore,
CoCyrRr1 = M
ρ∈1r−1
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker ρ˜ ∼= Ar/ ;
whereA/  is the space of polynomials generated by monomials in 1r−1,
or, equivalently, the square-free part of the graded component Ar of the
face ring. The isomorphism is given by
f x M
ρ∈1r−1
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker ρ˜→ Ar/ ;
where f
(P
ρ∈1r−1 ePρ · ρ =Pρ∈1r−1 ePρρ˜ρ.
Now consider the coboundary of a single face σ ∈ 1r−2:
δePσ:σ = X
xxσxσ
ePσ · σx: (5.1)
Every tensor in V dd+1 can be represented by a vector in 
d+1 as follows.
Let eA be the d-extensor eA = a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜d. Form a d + 1 × d matrix B
whose ith column is the column vector a˜i. Then Ai, the ith component
of the vector representing eA, is Ai = −1i+1Bi, where Bi is the deter-
minant of the matrix obtained from B by deleting the ith row. This is
then extended linearly to all d-tensors. As we remarked earlier, a d + 1-
extensor a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜d+1 is the determinant of the matrix whose columns are
the column vectors a˜1, a˜2; : : : ; a˜d+1. Thus for each x, σ , we have
ePσσ˜x˜ = dX
i=1
ePσσ˜ix˜i;
where ePσσ˜i and x˜i are the appropriate (numerical) components of the
vectors ePσσ˜ and x˜, respectively. Rewriting (5.1) in light of the preceding
comments, we have
f
 X
x xσxσ
ePσ · σx = X
x xσxσ
 dX
i=1
ePσσ˜ix˜iσx =X
i
ePσσ˜i X
x xσxσ
x˜ix

σ˜:
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Now we write
θi =
X
x∈10
x˜ix:
The boundary is the square-free part the ideal Iθ = θ1; θ2; : : : ; θd+1 in
Ar of the face ring.
We conclude that the cohomology
Hr−1Rr1y p = Ar/ /Iθ/  ∼= Ar/Iθ:
Because we are working with a eld for our coefcients, we have a
simple isomorphism between our homology and our cohomology. Given
σ ∈ 1i, consider the quotient space V r−i−1/Ker σ˜ . We have a dual space
V d+1−r/Ker σ˜ as described below.
If σ = x1x2 · · ·xi+1 and Eσ = e˜1; : : : ; e˜d−i; x˜1; x˜2; : : : ; x˜i+1 is a basis
of V , then
Ekσ = e˜i1 e˜i2 · · · e˜ik x 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ d − i
is a basis of V k/Ker σ˜ . There is a duality map or vector space
isomorphism
ησ x V r−i−1/Ker σ˜ → V d+1−r/Ker σ˜
which reverses step, given explicitly by
e˜`1 e˜`2 · · · e˜`r−i−1 7→ sign`1`2 · · · `r−i−1; jij2 · · · jd−re˜j1 e˜j2 · · · e˜jd−r ;
where j1; j2; : : : ; jd−r = 1; 2; : : : ; d − i − i1; i2; : : : ; ir−i−1 and 1 ≤
ji < j2 < · · · < jd−r ≤ d − i. We will simply denote ησw˜ by w˜∗ for w˜ ∈
V k/Ker σ˜ . Note that if eP σ˜= eQ then eP∗ σ˜= eQ∗, so duality is well dened with
our equivalence classes. Note also that the duality map depends on σ˜ . The
above works because we have dened inner product (and duality) in terms
of a basis of the quotient space V d−i/Ker σ˜ .
If Eσ is chosen so that e˜1e˜2 · · · e˜d−iσ˜ = 1, then V k/Ker σ˜ is a real inner
product space under the inner product eP; eQ = eP∗eQσ˜ , with orthonormal
basis Ek. Therefore eP∗∗ σ˜= eP . We note that the inner product depends
on the choice of Eσ , which we assume is xed for each σ for the remainder
of this paper.
The above duality can be extended naturally to a duality map
η:
M
σ∈1i
V
r−i−1
d+1 /Ker σ˜ →
M
σ∈1i
V
d+1−r
d+1 /Ker σ˜
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and an inner product on
L
σ∈1i V
r−i−1
d+1 /Ker σ˜ . This is done as follows. For
any P;Q ∈ Lσ∈1i V r−i−1d+1 /Ker σ˜ , dene ηP = P∗ ∈ Lσ∈1i V d+1−rd+1 /
Ker σ˜ by
P∗ = X
σ∈1i
eP∗σ · σy
and
P;Q = X
σ∈1i
ePσ; eQσ = X
σ∈1i
eP∗σ eQσσ˜:
For any A ∈ Lσ∈1i V r−i−1/Ker σ˜ and B ∈ Lσ∈1i V d+1−r/Ker σ˜ ,
dene
AB = X
σ∈1i
eAσeBσσ˜:
Then A∗; B = A∗∗B = AB.
We also say that P is orthogonal to Q if P;Q = 0. Using this dual-
ity ∗ and the orthogonality as dened, we have some simple vector space
isomorphisms.
Theorem 5.3. Let 1y p be realized in d-space. Then for each r and each
i, we have:
(i)
(
CyiRr1y p
∗ = (CoBdiRr1y p⊥
(ii)
(
BdiRr1y p
∗ = (CoCyiRr1y p⊥
(iii) HiRr1y p ∼= HiRr1y p:
Proof. For any cycle C ∈ Cyi1, we have
∂C = ∂X
σ
eCσ · σ
= X
σ
X
pi xpix=σ
eCσx˜ · pi
= X
pi
X
σ xpix=σ
eCσx˜ · pi
1i−1= 0:
Or, equivalently, for all pi,
P
σpi eCσx˜p˜i = Pσpi signpi;σeCσσ˜ = 0.
For any i− 1-cochain P , we have
δP =X
pi
δePpi · pi
=X
pi
X
σpi
signpi;σePpi · σ
=X
σ
X
pi≺σ
signpi;σePpi · σ:
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Computing the inner product, we have
C∗; δP =X
σ
eCσ X
pi≺σ
signpi;σePpi σ˜
=X
pi
X
σpi
signpi;σ eCσePpiσ˜ = 0:
This proves (i). Part (ii) can be proved in a similar way, and part (iii) follows
from (i) and (ii).
6. COHOMOLOGY AND SKELETAL KINEMATICS
Consider the r-skeletal rigidity matrix of a simplicial complex 1y p real-
ized in d-space. An r-motion M is a chain in
L
σ∈1r−2 V
d+1−r/Ker σ˜ such
that for every ρ ∈ 1r−1, the row corresponding to ρ, R ∈ Rowr1 satises
M∗; R =MR = X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρeMσρ˜ = 0:
The space of r-motions is denoted as Motionr1. Clearly Motionr
1y p⊥ = Rowr1y p∗.
Proposition 6.1. We have Motionr1y p = CoCyr−2Rr1y p.
Proof. Consider an r − 2-cochain M . We have
δr−1
X
σ
eMσ · σ = X
σ
X
ρσ
signσ; ρeMσ · ρ
= X
ρ
 X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρeMσ · ρ
1r−1= 0
if and only if M is an r-motion. This completes the proof.
The space of trivial r-motions Trivr1y p is generated by the following.
For every pi ∈ 1r−3 and every tensor eS ∈ V d−r+1d+1 , Tpi;S is dened by
Tpi;S =
X
σpi
signpi;σeS · σ:
Note that the σ component of Tpi;S is 0 if pi - σ .
For the r − 3-cochain eS · pi,
δr−2eS · pi = X
σpi
signpi;σeS · σ = Tpi;S:
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Thus Tpi;S is an r − 2-coboundary. It follows that Trivr1y p =
CoBdr−2Rr1y p. The space of nontrivial motions NonTrivr1y p is
Motionr1y p/Trivr1y p. Therefore,
NonTrivr1y p =Motionr1y p/Trivr1y p
= CoCyr−21y p/CoBdr−21y p = Hr−2Rr1y p:
Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. For any simplicial complex 1y p, realized in d-space, we
have:
(i) Trivr1y p ∼= CoBdr−2Rr1y p;
(ii) Motionr1y p ∼= CoCyr−2Rr1y p;
(iii) NonTrivr1y p ∼= Hr−2Rr1y p.
Corollary 6.3. For any pure simplicial n-complex 1y p, realized in
d-space, d ≥ r − 1, we have:
(i) dim Trivr1y p =
Pr−3
i=−1 −1r+1−i
(
d−i
r−i−1

fi1 −1r−i βi
Rr1y p;
(ii) if n = d − 1, then gr1 = dim Stressr1y p − dim NonTrivr
1y p and
Trivr1y p =
r−3X
i=−1
−1r+1−i

d − i
r − i− 1

fi1
if and only if
Pr−3
i=−1−1r−iβiRr1y p = 0:
Proof. From the identity (3.2), we have
r−1X
i=−1
−1iβiRr1y p =
r−1X
i=−1
−1i

d − i
r − i− 1

fi1:
Hence the right hand side of (i) is
βr−1Rr1y p − βr−2Rr1y p − fr−11 + d − r + 2fr−21:
But βr−1Rr1y p = dim Stressr1y p, thus the quantity fr−11 −
βr−1Rr1y p gives the row rank of the r-rigidity matrix Rr1y p. The
quantity d − r + 2fr−21 gives the number of columns in Rr1y p since
the entries in the columns can be considered as vectors in d−r+2. Since
Motionr1y p⊥ = Rowr1y p∗,
dim Motionr1y p = βr−1Rr1y p − fr−11 + d − r + 2fr−21:
However, NonTrivr1y p = βr−2Rr1y p. So the desired identity in (i)
follows. Part (ii) follows from (3.2), Theorem 6.2, and Proposition 8.3 of
Tay et al. [29].
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We will see that the required conditions hold for many interesting
complexesincluding all general position realizations in d- or d + 1-
space of shellable d-spheres in Section 11 as well as CohenMacaulay
d-complexes in Section 12. (See also the corresponding discussion in
Section 4.)
7. LOWER HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY
A major intermediate goal is to prove that βiRr1y p = 0 for i ≤
r − 3, for important classes of simplicial complexes. The next seven sections
are contributions in this direction. We begin with some results for the two
lowest homologies.
Proposition 7.1. Let 1y p be a simplicial complex realized in d-space.
If the set of vectors x˜ x x ∈ 10 is of rank m, then
β0R11y p = f01 −m:
Proof. The relevant portion of the chain complex is
0 ∂1−→ M
a∈10
V
0
d+1/Ker a˜
∂0−→ V 1d+1:
The 0-chain
P
a∈10 λa · x, λa ∈ , bounds if and only if
P
a∈10 λaa˜ = 0.
Thus the result follows.
Proposition 7.2. Let 1y p be a simplicial complex realized in d-space.
If the set of vectors x˜ x x ∈ 10 is of rank m, then
β−1Rr1y p =

d + 1−m
r

:
In particular, β−1Rr1y p = 0 if m ≥ d + 2 − r.
Proof. The relevant portion of the chain complex isM
a∈10
V
r−1
d+1 /Ker a˜
∂0−→ V rd+1 ∂−1−→ 0:
Each −1-boundary is of the form Px∈10 ePxx˜ and Cy−1Rr1y p = V rd+1.
Let x˜1; x˜2; : : : ; x˜m be a maximal linearly independent subset of x˜ x
x ∈ 10, and eP = x˜1x˜2 · · · x˜m. We claim that
H−1Rr1 ∼= V rd+1/Ker eP:
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The isomorphism is established as follows. Let eQ; eQ′ ∈ Cy−1Rr1y p =
V
r
d+1. eQ − eQ′ ∈ Bd−1Rr1y p if and only if for all x ∈ 10, there existseAx ∈ V r−1d+1 such that eQ− eQ′ = X
x∈10
eAxx˜:
This is equivalent to eQeP = eQ′eP or eQ eP= eQ′. Thus
β−1Rr1y p = dim V r/Ker eP = d + 1−mr

:
Both H0Rr1y p and H0Rr1y p have interesting geometric inter-
pretations. First we look at the case r = 3 and d = 3.
Example 7.3. Consider H0R31y p for 1y p realized in 3-space.
The relevant part of the skeletal chain complex isM
ρ∈12
V
0
4 /Ker ρ˜
∂2−→ M
σ∈11
V
1
4 /Ker σ˜
∂1−→ M
σ∈10
V
2
4 /Ker σ˜
∂0−→ V 34 :
A direct analysis suggests we write a second matrix whose row space is
isomorphic to Bd0R31y p. For each edge xy, the space V 14 /Ker x˜y˜ is of
dimension 2 and we choose eSab; eTab to be a basis. (In fact we can choose
eSab; eTab to be any 1-extensors such that x˜y˜eSabeTab 6= 0. Then eSabeTab is a
2-extensor complementary to σ . Every member eP of V 14 /Ker x˜y˜ can be
represented uniquely as a linear combination of eSxy and eTxy ; i.e., there exist
unique scalars λxy and µxy such that λxyeTxy + µxyeSxy x˜y˜= eP . Geometrically
this representation is simply the 1-extensor which is the intersection of the
plane ePx˜y˜ and the line eTxyeSxy .) The chains Txy · xy, Sxy · xy, xy ∈ 11,
form a basis for
L
xy∈11 V
1
4 /Ker x˜y˜. For any edge xy ∈ 11, and anyeP ∈ V 14 /Ker x˜y˜, we have
∂1eP · xy = ePx˜ · y + ePy˜ · x:
Now form the matrix whose columns are indexed by vertices and whose
rows are indexed by edges, with two rows for every edge. The two rows
corresponding to the edge xy have entries eTxy y˜ and eSxy y˜ in the columns
corresponding to x and entries eTxyx˜ and eSxyx˜ in the columns corresponding
to y, and zeroes elsewhere. This matrix is called the 3; 0-rigidity matrix
of 1y p and is denoted by R3;01y p.
If 1 is the 3-simplex with vertices a, b, c, d, we have the following matrix,
with two rows for every edge.
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a b c d
ab eSabb˜ eSaba˜eTabb˜ eTaba˜
ac eSacc˜ eSaca˜eTacc˜ eTaca˜
ad eSadd˜ eSada˜eTadd˜ eTada˜
bc eSbcc˜ eSbcb˜eTbcc˜ eTbcb˜
bd eSbdd˜ eSbcb˜eTbdd˜ eTbcb˜
cd eScdd˜ eScdc˜eTcdd˜ eTcdc˜
If we consider each row of the matrix as a vector in
L
x∈10 V
2
4 /Ker x˜, the
row space of this matrix is Bd0R31y p.
Also for any 1-chain
P
xy∈11 ePxy · xy there exist unique scalars λxy , µxy
such that X
xy∈11
ePxy · xy 11= X
xy∈11
λxyeTxy · xy + µxyeSxy · xy:
Since
∂
X
xy∈11
λxyeTxy · xy + µxyeSxy · xy = 0
if and only if λxy; µxy is in the cokernel of the matrix, there is a homo-
morphism from Cy1R31 onto the cokernel. Since λxy = µxy = 0 for
all xy if and only if
P
xy∈11 ePxy · xy0, the homomorphism is actually an
isomorphism. Thus the cokernel is isomorphic with Cy1R31y p. We call
each member of the cokernel a 3; 0-stress of 1y p and the space of 3; 0
stresses is denoted by Stress3;01y p. Thus
Stress3;01y p ∼= Cy1R31y p:
We dene the space of 3; 0-loads, denoted by Load3;01y p, to be the
space consisting of vectors of the form
P
x∈10 ePx · x ∈Lx∈10 V 24 /Ker x˜,
such that
P
x∈10 ePxx˜ = 0. It is also easy to see that Cy0R31y p =
Load3;01y p.
A chain C ∈Lx∈10 V 14 /Ker x˜ is in the kernel of the matrix if and only
if for every edge xy, eCxeSxyx˜y˜ + eCyeSxy y˜x˜ = 0 and eCxeTxyx˜y˜ + eCyeTxy y˜x˜ = 0.
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By the choice of Sxy and Txy , this is equivalent toeCxx˜y˜ + eCyy˜x˜ = 0:
On the other hand, a chain C ∈ Lx∈10 V 14 /Ker x˜ is a 0-cocycle if and
only if
δ1C =
X
x
X
τx
eCx · τ 11= 0y
i.e., for every edge xy,
Cxx˜y˜ + Cyy˜x˜ = 0: (7.1)
Hence CoCy0R31y p is the kernel of the matrix. We call the space of
0-cocycles the space of 3; 0-motions of 1y p, denoted by Motion3;01y p.
A 0-coboundary is a chain of the form
P
x∈10 eP · x ∈Lx∈10 V 14 /Ker x˜.
We call the space of 0-coboundaries the space of trivial 3; 0-motions and
denote it by Triv3;01y p. The quotient space is called the space of nontriv-
ial 3; 0-motions, NonTriv3;01y p =Motion3;01y p/Triv3;01y p.
There is a very interesting geometric interpretation for CoCy0R31y p.
We assume that for all x ∈ 10, x˜ = x1; x2; x3; 1; i.e., all the vertices are
nite points. Now let x = x1; x2; x3 be the Euclidean coordinates of the
point x˜. Let C be a 0-cocycle. Let q be a new realization of 1 where the
homogeneous coordinates of x ∈ 10 is given by x˜′ = x˜ + eCx − eCx4x˜,
where eCx4 is the last coordinate of eCx. Then the last coordinate of eCx −
eCx4x˜ is 0 and that of x˜′ is 1. Moreover, from (7.1), we have
eCx − eCx4x˜ − eCy − eCy4y˜x˜y˜ = 0:
Hence the vector x′ − y′ is parallel to the vector x − y. Thus the edges of
1y p are parallel to their corresponding edges in 1y q. Thus 0-cocycles
are parallel redrawings of the 1-skeleton.
Note that a parallel redrawing of the 1-skeleton of 1 realized in d-space
is an assignment of homogeneous coordinates x˜′ for every vertex x such
that for each edge xy, the lines x˜y˜ and x˜′y˜ ′ are parallel. The set of parallel
redrawings is a linear space. Trivially every translation or dilation is a paral-
lel redrawing. The space of trivial parallel redrawings is generated by trans-
lations and dilations. If one factors out the trivial redrawings, the resulting
quotient space is the space of nontrivial parallel redrawings. The space of
parallel redrawings has been studied by various authors and is connected
to Minkowski sum of convex polytopes. (See [5, 8, 39].)
Consider the 0-coboundary
P
x∈10 eP · x ∈ Lx∈10 V 14 /Ker x˜. If the
last coordinate of eP = p1; p2; p3; p4 is 0, then for every x, eP − p4x˜ = eP .
This corresponds to the translation by p = p1; p2; p3. If eP = 0; 0; 0; p4,
where p4 6= 0, then eP − p4x˜ = −p4x. Thus x′ = 1 − p4x, and the
coboundary corresponds to a dilation with ratio 1− p4, provided p4 6= 1.
Thus the 0-coboundaries correspond to the space of trivial parallel redraw-
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ings. Thus H0R31y p is isomorphic to the space of nontrivial parallel
redrawings.
The above analysis applies whenever d = r. Thus we have
Proposition 7.4. Let 1y p be a simplicial complex realized in d-space.
Then the 0-cohomology group, H0Rd1y p, is isomorphic to the space of
nontrivial parallel redrawings of the 1-skeleton of 1y p.
Example 7.5. Next we look at the case r = 2 and d = 2. We again
choose the standard homogeneous coordinates, x˜ = x1; x2; 1 for each
vertex x. The matrix for the 0-boundaries of the 3-simplex with vertices a,
b, c, and d is shown below where each row is considered to be a member
of
L
x∈10 V
1
3 /Ker x˜.
a b c d
ab b˜ a˜
ac c˜ a˜
ad d˜ a˜
bc c˜ b˜
bd d˜ b˜
cd d˜ c˜
The row space is now Bd0R21y p, and the kernel is CoCy0R21y p.
In Section 6, we showed that NonTrivr1y p ∼= Hr−2Rr1y p. Thus when
r = 2, we have NonTriv21y p ∼= H0Rr1y p. This means the matrix that
we have must be, in some sense, equivalent to the usual rigidity matrix
of the 1-skeleton of 1y p as given in [32], say. To see this, recall that
in Section 2 we described how one can choose specic representatives of
the equivalent classes in V 13 /Ker x˜. Choose A = 1; 0; 00; 1; 0; i.e, A
is the line at innity. Then we can choose Projx˜y˜ = y˜x˜ ∧A as the
representative of the equivalence class of y˜. This representative turns out
to be the intersection of the line x˜y˜ with the line at innity. Thus Projx˜y˜ =
x1− y1; x2; y2; 0. Using this representative, the matrix is actually the usual
rigidity matrix
a b c d
ab a− b b− a
ac a− c c − a
ad a− d d− a
bc b− c c − b
bd b− d d− b
cd c − d d− c
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where a = a1; a2, the Euclidean coordinates of the vertex a. Thus if 1y p
is realized in the plane, the space CoCy0R21y p is the space of innites-
imal motions in the plane, as well as the space of parallel redrawings of
the conguration in the plane. The space CoBd0R21y p is the space
of trivial motions as well as the space of trivial parallel redrawings. These
connections are well understood. (See 5; 39.)
The results in the previous example can be generalized. For 1y p in
d-space, we can dened an r; i-rigidity matrix Rr;i1y p for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 2.
The row space is then BdiRr1y p. The kernel is CoCyiRr1y p, oth-
erwise known as Motionr;i1y p. The cokernel is called Stressr;i1y p and
Stressr;i1y p ∼= Cyi+1Rr1y p. The space of r; i-loads, Loadr;i1y p,
is CyiRr1y p. The space of trivial r; i-motions, Trivr;i1y p, is
CoBdiRr1y p. 1y p is said to be r; i-independent if Stressr;i1y p = 0
and r; i-rigid if Motionr;i1y p = Trivr;i1y p; i.e., if HiRr1y p = 0.
We omit the details here. The case i = r − 2 gives the r-skeletal rigidity
described in 29; 30 as well in Sections 4 and 5. The case d = r and i = 0
is described above. We expect all these spaces have meaningful geometric
interpretation.
8. PROJECTION AND CONING
In our preceding paper [29], we saw that a non-singular projective trans-
formation induced an isomorphism of all of the relevant spaces. This invari-
ance is implicit in our notation and is an essential prerequisite for the
constructions such as coning. We complete the picture by showing that pro-
jective transformations induce an isomorphism of the chain and cochain
complexes. (See also [34] for some work done is this area for r = 2.)
Let 1y p be realized in d-space. Let ψ x d+1 → m+1, m ≤ d, be a
surjective linear transformation. For any i-extensor σ˜ = a˜1a˜2 · · · a˜i, dene
ψσ˜ = ψa˜1ψa˜2 · · ·ψa˜i. Then ψ extends to a linear transformation
ψ x V id+1 → V im+1. The real-valued weight function ω x 10 → \0 also
extends to 1i by ωσ = ωx1ωx2 · · ·ωxi , where σ = x1x2 · · ·xi ∈ 1i. 1y8p
shall denote the realization of 1 where the homogeneous coordinates for
each vertex x are ωxψx˜.
Theorem 8.1. Consider the chain complex Rr1y p, the cochain complex
Rr1y p, and the functions ψ and ω described above. These induced a chain
map
8x Rr1y p → Rr1y8p
and a cochain map
8x Rr1y p → Rr1y8p
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as follows. (Note that we use the same notation for the chain and cochain
map because they are induced by the projection 8.) For any elementary chain
P · σ,
8P · σ = 1
ωσ
ψP · σ;
and for any elementary cochain P · σ,
8P · σ = ψP · σ:
If ψ is non-singular, then 8 has an inverse ω−1ψ−1 and 8 is an isomorphism
of the chain complexes and the cochain complexes.
Proof. First, 8 respects our equivalence relations. For any face σ ∈ 1,
we have
P
σ˜=Q ⇒ Pσ˜ = Qσ˜
⇒ ψPωσψσ˜ = ψQωσψσ˜
⇒ ψP ωσψσ= ψQ:
Thus 8 induces surjective maps
8:
M
σ∈1r−1
V
i
d /Ker σ˜ →
M
σ∈1r−1
V
i
d−1/Kerωσψσ˜:
It remains to show that 8 commutes with ∂ and δ:
8∂P · σ = 8
X
xσ
Px˜ · σ/x

=X
xσ
1
ωσ/x
ψPψx˜ · σ/x
=X
xσ
ωx
ωσ
ψPψx˜ · σ/x
∂8P · σ = ∂
 1
ωσ
ψP · σ

=X
xσ
ωx
ωσ
ψPψx˜ · σ/x
8δP · σ = 8
 X
ρσ
signσ; ρPσ · ρ

= X
ρσ
signσ; ρψP · ρ
= δi8P · σ:
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For a non-singular ψ, ω−1ψ−1 induces the inverse chain map, and we
have the desired isomorphism of chain and cochain complexes.
We now consider a central projection of 1y p realized in d + 1-space
into 1y8p in d-space. This is an example of a singular linear transforma-
tion in the previous theorem. What is the effect on the Betti numbers of the
complex? The chain map 8 carries boundaries to boundaries, and cycles to
cycles. We see that the maps 8 are surjective, so that all i+ 1-boundaries
in Rr1y8p are images of i+ 1-boundaries in Rr1y p. We do not have
a guarantee that all i-cycles in Rr1y8p are images of cycles in Rr1y p.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee a surjection from HiRr1y p onto
HiRr1y8p. We can get the precise answer by examining an extreme
case of projectionprojection from a vertex of a cone.
Let 1 be a simplicial complex, and let 1′ = 1 ∗ a be the cone where
a 6∈ 10. Consider a realization 1′y p in d+ 1-space and centrally project
it from a to a d-dimensional subspace H. This projection, 5a, gives a real-
ization of 1 in d-space, 1y5ap.
We establish a correspondence between the i-cohomologies of 1 and 1′
in these realizations. First we give a concrete construction for 5a. Choose
a basis a1; a2; : : : ; ad+1 for H. These together with a˜ form a basis for d+2.
Any x ∈ d+2 can be written uniquely as x = αa˜ + α1a1 + α2a2 + · · · +
αd+1ad+1. Dene 5ax = α1a1+α2a2+ · · ·+αd+1ad+1. Thus for any face σ
of 1, we have a˜σ˜ = a˜5aσ˜. The weight function ωx = 1 for all x ∈ 1′0
We now consider the chain and cochain map
5a: Rr1′y p → Rr1y5ap;
5a: R
r1′y p → Rr1y5ap:
First we dene an important subspace of the space of cocycles. Let
Fixi1′ ⊆ CoCyiRr1′y p be the subspace consisting of cocycles which
are zero on pia, for all pi ∈ 1i−1. Then for all M ∈ Fixi1′ and all ele-
mentary chains P · σ, where σ ∈ 1i and P ∈ V r−2−id+2 /Ker σ˜ , we have,
writing ρ for σa,
M∗; ∂P · ρ =X
x ρ
signx; ρMρ/xPρ˜
=MσPσ˜a˜ = 0:
Therefore, since Mσ ∈ V d+2−rd+2 /Ker σ˜ ,
Mσ =

Sσa˜ if σ ∈ 1i
0 otherwise,
where Sσ is a step d + 1− r tensor in H. (Since every step d + 1− r tensor
S can be written as S1 + S2a˜, S1 in H and Sa˜ = S1a˜, we may assume Sσ
is in H.)
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Theorem 8.2 (the cone theorem). Consider the chain and cochain maps
5a: Rr1′y p → Rr1y5ap;
5a: R
r1′y p → Rr1y5ap:
We have, for all i ≤ r − 2,
(i) CoCyiRr1y5ap ∼= Fixi1′y p,
(ii) HiRr1y5ap ∼= Fixi1′y p/
(
CoBdiRr1′y p ∩ Fixi1′y p,
(iii) HiRr1y5ap ∼= HiRr1′y p, and
(iv) Hr−1Rr1y5ap ∼= Hr−1Rr1′y p.
Proof. (i) Let f : CoCyiRr1y5ap → Fixi1′y p be the linear
function dened by f M =M ′ where for all σ ∈ 1i,
M ′σ =
n
Mσa˜ if σ ∈ 1
0 otherwise.
We rst show that M ′ ∈ CoCyiRr1′y p For all ρ ∈ 1′i, we have
δ
X
σ∈1′ i
M ′σ · σ = δ
X
σ∈1i
Mσa˜ · σ
= X
σ∈1i
X
ρσ
signσ; ρMσa˜ · ρ
=X
ρ
 X
σ∈1i;σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσa˜

· ρ:
If a  ρ then a˜ ρ˜= 0. If a - ρ, we note that Pa˜ ρ˜= 0 if and only if Pa˜ 5aρ˜= 0 since
a˜ρ˜ = a˜5aρ˜. Since M ∈ CoCyiRr1y5ap, we have
δ
X
σ∈1i
Mσ · σ =
X
σ∈1i
X
ρσ
signσ; ρMσ · ρ
=X
ρ
 X
σ∈1i;σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσ

· ρ:
1i= 0:
Therefore, X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσ ρ˜= 0
⇒ X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσa˜ ρ˜= 0
⇒ X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσa˜
5aρ˜= 0:
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Thus in all cases, δM ′ = 0 and M ′ ∈ CoCyiRr1′y p. Thus by the deni-
tions, M ′ ∈ Fixi1′y p.
Next we prove that f is onto. For all M ′ ∈ Fixi1′y p, we have M ′σ = Sσa˜
if σ ∈ 1i and 0 otherwise. Dene Mσ = Sσ for all σ ∈ 1i. We need to
show that M ∈ CoCyiRr1y5ap. For all ρ ∈ 1i+1, the ρ component of
δM ′ is X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρM ′σ =
X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρSσa˜ ρ˜= 0:
Since Sσ is a tensor in H, we haveX
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρSσ
5aρ˜= 0:
Thus the ρ component of δM isX
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρMσ =
X
σ≺ρ
signσ; ρSσ
5aρ˜= 0:
We conclude that M ∈ CoCyiRr1y5ap. It is easy to see that f is one
to one and the proof is complete for the rst part.
(ii) We rst note that when restricted to CoBdiRr1y5ap, the
map is a bijection to CoBdiRr1′y p ∩ Fixi1′y p. The desired result
would then follow. To see that this is a bijection, take the coboundary of
an elementary i− 1-cochain in Rr1y5ap, P · pi, where pi ∈ 1i−1:
δP · pi = X
σpi;σ∈1i
signpi;σP · σ:
The corresponding elementary i − 1-cochain Pa˜ · pi in Rr1′y p has
coboundary
δPa˜ · pi = X
σpi;σ∈1′ i
signpi;σPa˜ · σ
= X
σpi;σ∈1i
signpi;σPa˜ · σ
since Pa˜ σ˜= 0 if a  σ . Thus f δP · pi = δPa˜ · pi. It is routine to check
the restriction is onto.
(iii) We must show that any M ∈ CoCyiRr1′y p can be written as
a linear combination of members in Fixi1′ and CoBdiRr1′y p. For all
σ ∈ 1′i such that a  σ , Mσ a˜= Sσ for some step d + 2 − r-tensor Sσ in
H. Let
T = δ
 X
σ∈1′ i;aσ
Sσ · σ/a

∈ CoBdiRr1′; p:
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The σ component of T is Sσ . Dene N = M − T . For all σ ∈ 1′i such
that a  σ ,
Nσ =Mσ − Sσ σ˜= Sσ − Sσ = 0:
This means N ∈ Fixa;i1′. We conclude that
HiRr1y5ap ∼= Fixi1′y p/
(
CoBdiRr1′y p
∩ Fixi1′y p ∼= HiRr1′y p:
(iv) Let λ be an r − 1-cycle in Cyr−1Rr1′; p. Then for all
σ ∈ 1′r−2,
0 σ˜= X
ρ=xρσ∈1′ r−1
λρx˜ρ = λσaa˜+
X
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1
λρx˜ρ:
If we project with 5a, thenX
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1
λρ5ax˜ρ
5aσ˜= 0:
Thus λ restricted to 1 is in Cyr−1Rr1y5ap.
Next we show that every r − 1-cycle λ of Rr1y5ap can be extended
(uniquely) to an r − 1-cycle of Rr1′y p. For any σ ∈ 1r−2, we haveX
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1
λρ5ax˜ρ
5aσ˜= 0:
But x˜ρ = 5x˜ρ + αρa˜ for some constant αρ ∈ . SoX
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1
λρx˜ =
X
ρ xσ≺ρ∈1
λρ5ax˜ρ +
 X
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1

αρa˜
5aσ˜= X
ρ=xρσ∈1r−1
αρa˜ = γσa˜:
Now dene λσa = −γσ . This extends λ to 1′r−1 with the property that for
all σ ∈ 1r−2, X
ρ xσ≺ρ∈1′
λρx˜ρ
σ˜= 0; i.e., X
ρ xσ≺ρ∈1′
λρσ˜x˜ρ = 0:
To show that this extension is an r − 1-cycle of Rr1′y p, we needX
ρσ=pia
λρx˜ρ
σ˜= 0; i.e., X
ρσ=pia
λρp˜ia˜x˜ρ = 0;
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for every σ = pia ∈ 1′r−2. For every such ρ ∈ 1′, let ρ = xρσ = xρpia and
σ ′ρ = pixρ. Then σ ′ρ ∈ 1, and consequently,
λρp˜ix˜ρa˜+
X
ρ′=σ ′ρx′ρ; ρ′ 6=ρ
λρ′ p˜ix˜ρx˜
′
ρ = 0:
Summing over all ρ, we haveX
ρσ
λρp˜ix˜ρa˜+
X
ρσ
X
ρ′=σ ′ρx′ρ; ρ′ 6=ρ
λρ′ p˜ix˜ρx˜
′
ρ = 0:
The double summation is equal toX
ρ′;pi ρ′
X
σ ′≺ρ′; pi ρ
λρ′ p˜ix˜ρx˜
′
ρ:
If ρ′ = pixy, then σ ′ = pix, or piy. ThusX
σ ′≺ρ′; pi ρ
λρ′ p˜ix˜ρx˜
′
ρ == λρ′ p˜ix˜y˜ + p˜iy˜x˜ = 0:
Thus, we have the desired result.
As a corollary to the proof, we have the desired theorem for general
projections.
Corollary 8.3. Consider a realization 1y p in d + 1-space and its
r-skeletal chain- and cochain-complexes. A general projection of 1 is a projec-
tion 5 of the points of 1 into a hyperplane H such that for each ρ ∈ 1r−1,
5x˜ x x ∈ ρ is linearly independent.
(i) 5 induces an injection from HiRr1y5p into HiRr1y p0,
i ≤ r − 2;
(ii) 5 induces an injection fromHr−1Rr1y p intoHr−1Rr1y5p;
(iii) βiRr1y p = 0 implies βiRr1y5p = 0, i ≤ r − 2;
(iv) βr−1Rr1y5p = 0 implies βr−1Rr1y p = 0.
Proof. Take a cone of 1 creating 1′ = 1 ∗ a. Extend p so that pa = a˜ is
the center of projection. (If a˜ is at innity, a projective transformation will
change this to a nite point if desired.) Then 5 projects 1′y p to 1y5p.
Now apply the cone theorem, Theorem 8.2, to get isomorphisms for the
cone and the projection.
What happens when we pass from 1′y p to 1y p? For i ≤ r − 2, the
elements of Fixi1′ restrict to i-cocycles of Rr1y p, since they are 0 on
all other i-faces. The restriction also takes CoBdiRr1′y p ∩ Fixi1′
onto CoBdiRr1y5p. So we have an injection injection HiRr1′y p
into HiRr1y5p, completing the desired injection.
The proof of part (iv) in the cone theorem gives an injection of
Cyr−11y5p into Cyr−11y p. The rest follows immediately.
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Now consider 1y p realized in d + 1-space. In Section 7 we saw
that the 0-cocycles CoCy0Rd+11y p are just parallel redrawings of
the 1-skeleton. If we assume that the the vertices are all nite points,
and project from a general point at innity to a hyperplane to obtain
1y5p realized in d-space, then parallel redrawings project to parallel
redrawings. Thus we expect some correspondence between the 0-cocycles
CoCy0Rr+11y p and CoCy0Rr1y5p. This is indeed the case and in
fact we have something more general.
Proposition 8.4. Let 1y p be a complex realized in d + 1-space such
that the set x˜ x x ∈ 10 is of rank d + 1, and let 5 be the projection to
a hyperplane H from any point s˜ not on any line joining two vertices. (Note
that 1y5p is a complex realized in d-space.) Then 5 induces an injec-
tive homomorphism 5 x H0Rr+11y p → H0Rr1y5p; consequently
β0Rr1y5p = 0 implies β0Rr+11y p = 0.
Proof. M ∈ Lx∈10 V d+1−rd+2 /Ker x˜ is in CoCy0Rr+11y p if for each
edge xy:
Mxx˜y˜ +Myy˜x˜ = 0:
Hence
5Mx5x˜5y˜ −5My5y˜5x˜ = 0:
Thus 5M ∈ CoCy0Rr1y5p and we have the required homomorphism
of cocycles.
If β0Rr+11y p 6= 0, and since x˜ x x ∈ 10 is of rank d + 2, there
exists a 0-cocycle M ∈ CoCy0Rr+11y p which is not a 0-coboundary; i.e.,
for some pair of vertices a, d, ad /∈ 11 such that
Maa˜d˜ +Mdd˜a˜ 6= 0:
Therefore, for almost all choices of s˜,
5Ma5a˜5b˜ −5Mb5b˜5a˜ 6= 0:
Hence β0Rr1y5p 6= 0 and the homomorphism is injective. Thus if
β0Rr1y5p = 0 then β0Rr+11; p = 0.
Remark 8.5. The projection 5 above induces a homomorphism from
HiRr+11y p into HiRr1y5p. What we cannot prove is that the
homomorphism is injective. In the previous proof, under the assumption
that the vertices spanned the space, the entire space of r; 0-cycles is gen-
erated by the boundaries of pairs of vertices (not necessarily edges)so a
non-trivial cocycle pairs with a missing edge on the existing vertices. For
higher faces, such as triangles, not all r; 1-cycles are generated by triples
for which the three edges are already present. A key step of the proof is
absent.
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The previous two results can be combined to give the following.
Corollary 8.6. Consider the complex 1y p realized in d-space such that
the set x˜ x x ∈ 10 is of rank d + 1.
(i) If β0Rr1y p = 0, then β0Rr+11y p = 0, for r ≥ 2.
(ii) If β0R21y p = 0, i.e., 1y p is 2-rigid in d-space, then
β0Rr1y p = 0, for all r ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider a general projection 5 into a hyperplane H. For r ≥ 2,
we have
β0Rr1y p = 0 ⇒ β0Rr1y5p = 0 ⇒ β0Rr+11y p = 0:
The proof of (i) is thus complete. (ii) follows by repeated application
of (i).
Remark 8.7. There is a large literature on 1-skeletons which are
2-rigidand therefore have all β0Rr1y p = 0. Some of these results
will be summarized in Section 13.
9. EVERYTHING ABOUT Kn
We now have a complete characterization of all Betti numbers of Kn.
This will be needed for the next few sections.
Proposition 9.1. For Kn realized in d-space we have
βiRrKn =
8<:
(
n+r−d−2
r

if i = r − 1;
0 if 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 2;(d+1−n
r

if i = −1.
In particular, βr−1RrKn = 0 if n < d + 2, β−1RrKn = 0 if n >
d + 1− r, and βiRrKn = 0 if d + 1− r < n < d + 2.
Proof. First we consider the case n ≥ d + 2. Kn realized in d-space is the
d + 1 − r cone of Kn+r−d−1 realized in r − 1-space. By Corollary 3.3, we
know that
βiRrKn+r−d−1 =
 (
n+r−d−2
r

if i = r − 1
0 otherwise.
The coning theorem gives the desired conclusion.
Next is the case d + 1 − r < n ≤ d + 1. Kn realized in d-space is the
d + 1− r cone of Kn+r−d−1 in r − 1-space. So part (i) still applies, but now(n+r−d−2
r
 = 0. So all the Betti numbers are zero.
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When n ≤ d + 1− r, Kn is the n cone of Z in d − n-space. But
βiRrZ =

0 if i ≥ 0(d−n+1
r

if i = −1.
The conclusion again follows from the coning theorem.
We will also need to know the homology of ∂Kn in d-space, where ∂Kn =
Kn−2n  is the complex formed by removing the unique maximal face.
Proposition 9.2. For a general position realization of Kn in d-space, if
r < n, then
βiRr∂Kn =
8<:
(
n+r−d−2
r

if i = r − 1;
0 if 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 2;(d+1−n
r

if i = −1.
If r ≥ n, then
βiRr∂Kn
8<:
(
d+1−n
r−n

if i = n− 2;(d+1−n
r

if i = −1;
0 otherwise.
Proof. We know that Kn = ∂Kn ∪ ρ, where ρ = Kn−1n . Thus for
r ≤ n− 1, we have
Rr∂Kn = RrKn;
whence
βiRr∂Kn =
8<:
(
n+r−d−2
r

if i = r − 1;
0 if 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 2;(d+1−n
r

if i = −1.
Next we consider the case r ≥ n. Trivially βiRr∂Kn = 0 for
r − 1 ≥ i ≥ n. For i ≤ n− 3,
βiRr∂Kn = βiRrKn =

0 if 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 3(d+1−n
r

if i = −1.
For i = n − 1, Rr∂Kn has no i-chains, whence βn−1Rr∂Kn = 0.
However, an n − 1-chain of RrlKn is of the form P · ρ where
ρ is the unique n − 1-face and P ∈ V r−nd+1 /Ker ρ˜. If P 6= 0 (in
V
r−n
d+1 /Ker ρ˜) then Pρ˜ 6= 0. Thus ∂n−1P · ρ =
P
x ρ Px˜ · ρ/x 6= 0
in
L
σ∈Kn−2n V
r−n+1
d+1 /Ker σ˜ . This implies that the boundary map ∂n−1 in
RrKn is an injection. Consequently Bdn−2RrKn ∼= V r−nd+1 /Ker ρ˜ and
dim Bdn−2RrKn = dim V r−nd+1 /Ker ρ˜ =

d + 1− n
r − n

:
For i = n − 2, we have Cyn−2Rr∂Kn = Cyn−2RrKn. But
Bdn−2Rr∂Kn = 0. Thus
βn−2Rr∂Kn = βn−2RrKn +

d + 1− n
r − n

=

d + 1− n
r − n

:
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10. GLUING AND AMPLE COMPLEXES
A standard construction in 2-rigidity describes when two 2-rigid struc-
tures 11 and 12 in d-space can be glued together on a overlap A to create
a new 2-rigid structure 11 ∪12, provided A has at least d vertices. Although
it was not obvious in that setting, the correct analogue for r-rigidity depends
on a MayerVietoris sequence of the homologies [23]:
Theorem 10.1 (MayerVietoris sequence). Let 11y p and 12y p be
subcomplexes of 1y p such that 1 = 11 ∪ 12 and 1′ = 11 ∩ 12. Then,
abbreviating Hi1 for HiRr1y p, we have the following long exact
sequence:
· · · → Hi1′ → Hi11 ⊕Hi12 → Hi1 → Hi−11′ → · · · :
Some immediate corollaries are that if Hi1′ = 0 for all i, then Hi11⊕
Hi12 = Hi1 for all i, and if Hi11 = Hi12 = 0 for all i, then Hi1 =
Hi−11′ for all i.
Example 10.2. Consider the well-known example where d = 3, r = 2,
i = 0. Here we have the usual innitesimal rigidity. Take both 11 and
12 to be tetrahedra in general position. Then they are both 3-rigid, or
βi11 and βi11 are both zero. If their intersection 1′ has three vertices,
then β−11′ = 0; consequently, the union is also 2-rigid. If 1′ has two
vertices, then β−11′ = 1 and β01 = 1. Thus 1 has a nontrivial 2-motion,
which is a relative rotation about the hinge formed by the intersection. If
1′ has only one vertex, then β−11′ = 3 and β01 = 3, and the three
nontrivial 2-motions are the relative rotations about the joint formed by
the intersection.
Example 10.3. Consider the following sequence of examples for r = 3
and d = 4. Consider two simplicial complexes 11 and 12 where 11 is
one tetrahedron, and 12 is a second tetrahedron, sharing a single trian-
gle 1′ = 11 ∩ 12. Each of these has the sequence of Betti numbers β =
β2; β1; β0; β−1 = 0; 0; 0; 0. Therefore, for each i, the MayerVietoris
sequence for this gluing is
Hi11 ⊕Hi12 → Hi1 → Hi−1A
and the union 1 has Betti numbers β = 0; 0; 0; 0.
Consider also the result of gluing two triangles along a single edge. The
triangles have β = 0; 0; 0; 0, but the single edge, being too small, has
β = 0; 0; 0; 1. Therefore, the MayerVietoris sequence for this gluing is
0 ⊕ 0→H21→0→0 ⊕ 0→H11→0→0 ⊕ 0→H01→H−11′:
We conclude that the union has Betti numbers β = 0; 0; 1; 0.
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Finally we glue a third tetrahedron onto the original pair of tetrahedra,
along a pair of triangles sharing an edge. The MayerVietoris sequence for
the union is
0 ⊕ 0→H21→0→0 ⊕ 0→H11→H01′→0 ⊕ 0→H01→0→···
and we conclude that the union has Betti numbers β = 0; 1; 0; 0.
There are some simple corollaries which follow from the MayerVietoris
sequence.
Proposition 10.4. If 11, 12 are r-rigid in d-space, with overlap 1′, then
the union 11 ∪ 12 is r-rigid in d-space if and only if βr−31′ = 0.
For 1 realized in d-space, we say that 1 is r; k-ample if βiRr1 = 0
for all −1 ≤ i ≤ k. 1 is r-ample if it is r; r − 2-ample. 1 is r-adequate if it
is r; r − 3-ample. 1 is r-perfect if βiRr1 = 0 for all −1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Proposition 10.5 (gluing lemma). Let 11 and 12 simplicial complexes
realized in d-space. Then
(i) For 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 2, if 11 and 12 are r; k-independent and 11 ∩11
is r; k-rigid, then 11 ∪ 12 is r; k-independent.
(ii) Rankr; r−2 11 +Rankr; r−2 12 = Rankr; r−2 11 ∩ 12
+Rankr; r−211 ∪ 12 if and only if 11 ∩ 12 is r; r − 2-rigid.
(iii) If 11, 12 are r; k-ample and 11 ∩ 12 is r; k − 1-ample, then
11 ∪ 12 is r; k-ample.
(iv) If 11, 12 are r-ample and 11 ∩ 12 is r-adequate, then 11 ∪ 12 is
r-ample.
(v) If 11 and 12 are r; k-rigid and 11 ∩ 12 is r; k-adequate, then
11 ∪ 12 is r; k-rigid.
(vi) If Hi11 = 0 and Hj11 ∩ 12 = 0 for j = i; i − 1 then Hi
11 ∪ 12 ∼= Hi12.
(vii) If 11 and 11 ∩12 are r-perfect, then βi11 ∪12 = βi12 for all i.
Proof. For brevity we write A for 11 ∩ 12, B for 11 ∪ 12, and Hi11 for
HiRr1, etc.
Case i. We have Hk+111 ∩ 12 = 0, Hk+111 = 0, Hk+112 = 0, and
Hk11 ∩ 12 = 0. Thus the relevant part of the MayerVietoris sequence is
0→ 0⊕ 0→ Hk+111 ∪ 12 → 0:
Hence Hk+111 ∪ 12 = 0 and 11 ∪ 12 is r; k-independent.
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Case ii. Since Hr1 = 0 for any simplicial complex 1, we have as in the
previous case
βr−111 + βr−112 = βr−111 ∩ 12 + βr−111 ∩ 12
if and only if βr−211 ∩ 12 = 0. The rest then follows from the denition
of rank and
11r−1 + 12r−1 = 11r−1 ∩ 12r−1 + 11r−1 ∪ 12r−1:
Case iii. For each i ≤ k, we have the exact sequence
· · · → 0⊕ 0→ Hi11 ∪ 12 → 0→ · · · :
This gives βi1 ∪ 12 = 0 as required. The same proof works for cases iv
and v.
Case vi. The relevant band of the MayerVietoris sequence is
· · · → 0→ 0⊕Hi12 → Hi11 ∪ 12 → 0 · · · :
Thus Hi12 ∼= Hi11 ∪ 12. Case vii follows from vi.
We now apply the gluing theorem to the family of stacked polytopes
dened as follows: A d-simplex is stacked, and each simplicial d-polytope
obtained from a stacked d-polytope with one fewer vertex by adding a
pyramid over some facet is stacked.
Proposition 10.6. A stacked d-polytope 1y p realized in d-space such
that σ˜ 6= 0 for every facet σ is r-perfect for every r.
Proof. If 1 is a d-simplex, then 1y p is r-perfect. Let 1y p be a stacked
d-polytope obtained from the stacked d-polytope 1′ by adding adding the
pyramid σ ∗ v where σ is a facet of 1′ and v is a new vertex. Then
1′y p, σ ∗ vy p, and σy p are all r-perfect. Thus by the gluing
lemma, 1y p is also r-perfect.
11. SHELLABLE COMPLEXES
A shellable d-complex is a complex whose facets can be arranged in a
linear order: ρ1; ρ2; : : : ; ρk, so that for each i = 2; : : : ; k, there is unique
minimal face σi of ρi such that σi - ρj for all j < i. ρi; σi, i = 1; : : : ; k
is called a shelling sequence of 1. Letting 1m denote ∪mi=1ρi, we have
1m ∩ ρm+1 = ∂σm+1 ∗ ρm+1/σm+1, where A ∗B denotes iterated
cones of A by the vertices of B. We will now see that we can say a lot
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about the homology of our skeletal complex in the case of shellable simpli-
cial complexes, thereby giving large classes of examples which are r-ample.
The following theorem will be generalized to CohenMacaulay complexes
later, but the extra geometric information we get in the shellable case is
worth the effort.
Theorem 11.1. Let 1y p be a shellable d − j-complex realized in
d-space, j ≥ 0, with the vertices of each r − 1-dimensional face in general
position. Then HiRr1y p = 0 for all i, i < r − j − 1.
Proof. We may assume that r ≥ j + 1, for otherwise the conclusion
is vacuous. Assume that ρ1; ρ2; : : : ; ρk is a shelling order for 1. We
use the same notation as in the denition of shelling and let A =
1m ∩ ρm+1 = ∂σm+1 ∗ σm+1/ρm+1. By Theorem 10.5 we will have
Hi1my p ∼= Hi1m+1y p if βiρm+1y p = βi−1Ay p = 0. Since
r ≥ j + 1, by Proposition 9.1, we have
βiρm+1y p =
8<:
(
r−j−1
r
 = 0 if i = r − 1,(j
r
 = 0 if i = −1,
0 otherwise.
Thus the result would follow by induction using the shelling order if we can
show that βi−1Ay p = 0 for i ≤ r − j − 3.
By the coning theorem, Theorem 8.2, βiRrAy p = βiRr∂K`y p,
where K` = σm+1, and we regard ∂K`y5p as realized in j + ` − 1-
space, after projection from the d− j− `+ 1 vertices of ρm+1/σm+1. Apply-
ing Proposition 9.2, we have for ` ≤ r,
βiRrK`y5p =
 (
j
r−`

if i = `− 2,
0 otherwise.
If ` < r − j, ( j
r−`
 = 0; thus βiRrK`y5p = 0 for all i. If r − j ≤ ` ≤ r,
then `− 2 > r − j− 3; thus βr;iRrK`y5p = 0 for i ≤ r − j− 3. Applying
Proposition 9.2 again, we have for ` > r
βiRrK`y5p =
8<:
(
r−j−1
r
 = 0 if i = `− 2,(j
r
 = 0 if i = −1,
0 otherwise.
Thus in all cases we have βiRrK`y5p = 0 for i ≤ r − j − 3 and the
proof is complete.
Corollary 11.2. A shellable d-complex 1y p realized in d-space with
the vertices in every facet in general position is r-ample and hence r-rigid for
all r. Furthermore, βr−1Rr1y p = hr1.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (3.1) and the previous proposition.
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Theorem 11.3. A shellable d − 1-complex 1y p realized in d-space so
that all the facets are in general position is r-adequate for all r. Furthermore,
βr−1Rr1y p −βr−2Rr1y p = gr1. More specically, in adjoining ρm,
if ` = r − 1, then
βr−1Rr1my p = βr−1Rr1m−1y p
βr−2Rr1my p = βr−2Rr1m−1y p + 1:
If ` = r, then either
βr−1Rr1my p = βr−1Rr1m−1y p + 1;
with all other βi unchanged, or
βr−2Rr1my p = βr−2Rr1m−1y p − 1;
with all other βi unchanged.
Proof. The rst part is a direct consequence of (3.2) and the previous
proposition.
When ` = r − 1, from the proof of the previous proposition, βr−3Rr
∂K`y5p = 1 and βr−2Rr∂K`y5p = 0. The relevant band of the
MayerVietoris sequence is
0→ HiRr1m−1y p → HiRr1my p → Hi−1Rr∂K`y5p → 0
for i = r − 1; r − 2. Thus we have
βr−1Rr1my p = βr−1Rr1m−1y p
βr−2Rr1my p = βr−2Rr1m−1y p + 1:
When ` = r, we have βr−2Rr∂K`y5p = 1. The MayerVietoris
sequence now looks like
0→ Hr−1Rr1m−1y p → Hr−1Rr1my p → Hr−2Rr∂K`y5p
→ Hr−2Rr1m−1y p → Hr;r−2Rr1my p → 0:
We see that either 1 is added to Hr−1Rr1my p or 1 is subtracted from
Hr−2Rr1my p, as compared to Hr−1Rr1m−1y p orHr−2Rr1m−1y p,
respectively.
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12. CORRESPONDENCES AND SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
The previous section showed that all shellable d-complex are r-ample
and hence r-rigid in d-space and r-adequate in d+ 1-space. These results
extend to arbitrary CohenMacaulay d-complexes. These are dened as
follows. Consider a simplicial complex 1. For any face σ , the link of σ
is dened to be Linkσ1 = τ x τ ∩ σ = Z; τ ∪ σ ∈ 1. This is often
abbreviated to Linkσ . 1 is a CohenMacaulay complex (over the real eld
) if eHiLinkσ = 0 for all σ ∈ 1 and all i < dim Linkσ . These include
shellable complexes. The CohenMacaulay 2-complexes are (i) topological
spheres, (ii) topological discs, and (iii) topological wedges of spheres and
balls.
In addition we are able to show that the h-vector of any simpli-
cial d-sphere 1 is symmetric while the g-vector is anti-symmetric, i.e.,
hr1 = hd+1−r1 and gr1 = −gd+2−r1. When 1y p is realized
in d + 1-space, we also have the correspondence Hr−1Rr1y p ∼=
Hd−r−1Rd+1−r1y p. In terms of skeletal rigidity, this means that there is
an isomorphism between the space of r-stresses and the space of nontrivial
d + 1 − r-motions of 1y p. These correspondences are derived using a
homological method known as spectral sequence (see [25]). What follows
is a translation and extension of the results of Oda [24].
Consider an n-complex 1y p realized in d-space. We assume that d ≥ n
and that the vertices of each facet are in general position. The r-skeletal
chain complex Rr1y p is
0→ M
ρ∈1r−1
V
0
d+1/Ker ρ˜
∂−→ · · · ∂−→ M
v∈10
V
r−1
d+1 /Ker v˜
∂−→ V rd+1 → 0:
The d + 1-skeletal cochain complex Rd+11y p is
0← M
ρ∈1r−1
V
0
d+1/Ker ρ˜
δ←− · · · δ←− M
v∈10
V
0
d+1/Ker v˜
δ←− V 0d+1 ← 0:
Since V 0d+1/Ker ρ˜ = /Ker ρ˜ =  for all ρ if ρ˜ 6= 0, the cochain complex
is the usual augmented cochain complex of the abstract complex 1:
0← M
ρ∈1r−1
 δ←− · · · δ←− M
v∈10
 δ←− ← 0:
We now take the tensor product of these two, creating a bicomplex Kr1y p
with entries
Kp;q =
M
σ∈1n−p
τ-σ; τ∈1q−1
V
0
d+1/Ker σ˜ ⊗ V r−qd+1 /Ker τ˜
= M
σ∈1n−p
τ-σ; τ∈1q−1
⊗ V r−qd+1 /Ker τ˜:
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Note that Kp;q = 0 if p < 0 or q < 0 or p > n or q > r or p+ q > n. The
boundary operators are d′ and d′′ where d′′p; q = −1p id⊗∂ and d′ = δ⊗ id
(see [25]). It is easy to check that d′d′ = 0, d′′d′′ = 0. Also d′d′′ + d′′d′ = 0;
i.e., the following diagram anticommutes:M
ρ∈1n−p
τ-ρ;τ∈1q
⊗ V r−q−1d+1 /Ker τ˜ δ⊗ id←−
M
σ∈1n−p−1
τ-σ;τ∈1q
⊗ V r−q−1d+1 /Ker τ˜
???yid⊗ ∂ ???y−id⊗ ∂
M
ρ∈1n−p
µ-ρ;µ∈1q−1
⊗ V r−qd+1 /Ker µ˜ δ⊗ id←−
M
σ∈1n−p−1
µ-σ;µ∈1q−1
⊗ V r−qd+1 /Ker µ˜
Thus we have the following diagram for the bicomplex Kr1y p:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0←K0; r δ⊗ id←−K1; r δ⊗ id←− · · · δ⊗ id←−Kn−r; r ←− 0??yid⊗ ∂ ??y−id⊗ ∂ ??y−1n−r id⊗ ∂ ??y
:::
:::
:::
:::??yid⊗ ∂ ??y−id⊗ ∂ ??y
0←K0; 1 δ⊗ id←−K1; 1 δ⊗ id←− · · · · · · δ⊗ id←−Kn−1; 1 δ⊗ id←− 0??yid⊗ ∂ ??y−id⊗∂ ??y−1n−1 id⊗ ∂ ??y
0←K0; 0 δ⊗ id←−K1; 0 δ⊗ id←− · · · · · · δ⊗ id←−Kn−1; 0 δ⊗ id←−Kn; 0← 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0 0
Let
H ′p; q = kernel d′ x Kp;q → Kp−1; q/image d′ x Kp+1; q → Kp;q:
H ′′p; q is similarly dened. More concretely, we have, for each xed q and
τ ∈ 1q−1, that the τ components of Kp;q form the following complex:
0← ( M
ρ∈1n
τ-ρ

⊗ T δ⊗ id←− ( M
σ∈1n−1
τ-σ

⊗ T δ⊗ id←−
· · · δ⊗ id←− ( M
µ∈1q
τ-µ

⊗ T δ⊗ id←− ⊗ T ← 0;
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where T = V r−qd+1 /Ker τ˜. This is isomorphic to the complex
0← ( M
ρ∈Linkτn−q

⊗ T δ⊗ id←− ( M
σ∈Linkτn−1−q

⊗ T δ⊗ id←−
· · · δ⊗ id←− ( M
v∈Linkτ0

⊗ T δ⊗ id←− ⊗ T ← 0:
This is the usual augmented cochain complex of Linkτ tensor with a con-
stant V r−qd+1 /Ker τ˜. If the links of 1 have nice homology, then we can cal-
culate H ′ explicitly as in the case where 1 is a homology sphere.
Lemma 12.1. If 1y p is a homology n-sphere realized in d-space, then
H ′p;q =
( L
σ∈1q−1
V r−q/Ker σ˜ if p = 0
0 if p 6= 0.
Moreover, the boundary operator for the chain complex H ′0; q coincides with
the boundary operator for the r-skeletal chain complex.
Proof. The links of a homology sphere are also homology spheres. Thus
the reduced cohomology vanishes except at the top where it is . The result
then follows.
H ′ is again a bicomplex with boundary operators induced by d′ and d′′.
The boundary operator d¯′′p; q x H ′p; q → H ′p; q−1 induced by d′′ is dened as
follows:
d¯′′p; q x zp; q 7→ d′′p; qzp; q;
where · denotes homology class. The boundary d¯′ induced by d′ is similarly
dened.
For the case where 1y p is a homology sphere, the induced boundary
operators are all trivial except d¯′′0; q = ∂q, the usual boundary operator for
r-skeletal chain complex. The following shows the diagram of H ′ for the
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case in which 1y p is a homology sphere:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0← M
τ∈1r−1
V 0/Ker τ˜ ←− 0←− · · ·←− 0←− 0??y∂ ??y ??y ??y
:::
:::
:::
:::??y∂ ??y ??y
0← M
v∈10
V r−1/Ker v˜←− 0←− · · · · · · ←− 0←− 0??y∂ ??y ??y ??y
0← V r ←− 0←− · · · · · · ←− 0←− 0← 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0 0
Lemma 12.2. If 1y p is a homology n-sphere realized in d-space, then
H ′′H ′p; q =

Hq−1Rr1y p if p = 0
0 if p 6= 0.
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 12.1.
Next we compute H ′′p; q.
Lemma 12.3. For any n-complex 1y p realized in d-space, d ≥ n, if the
vertices for each face are in general position, then
H ′′p; q =
(
⊗ L
σ∈1n−p
V r/Ker σ˜ if q = 0
0 if q 6= 0.
Moreover, for q = 0, the chain complex H ′′p; 0 with its induced boundary oper-
ator is isomorphic with the d + 1− r-skeletal cochain complex of 1y p.
Proof. For each xed p and σ ∈ 1n−p, we have the complex
0→ ⊗ M
ρ-σ
ρ∈1r−1
V
0
d+1/Ker ρ˜
id⊗ ∂−→ ⊗ M
µ-σ
µ∈1r−2
V
1
d+1/Ker µ˜
id⊗ ∂−→
· · · id⊗ ∂−→ ⊗ M
v∈σ
v∈10
V
r−1
d+1 /Ker v˜
id⊗ ∂−→ ⊗ V rd+1 → 0:
This is ⊗Rrσy p. The homology of this complex vanishes except for
H−1 which is equal to V r/Ker σ˜ . (Note that this vanishes also if n− p+
1+ r ≥ d + 2, or p ≤ n+ r − d − 1.)
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The induced boundary operators are all trivial except d¯′p; 0 = δp which
is the coboundary operator for the d + 1− r-skeletal cochain complex of
1y p. Thus we have the isomorphism of the following chains and cochains:
0← H ′′n+r−d; 0 d¯1←− · · · d¯1←− H ′′n; 0 d¯1←− H ′′n+1; 0 ← 0
0← M
ρ∈1d−r
V r/Ker ρ˜ δ←− · · · δ←− M
v∈10
V r/Ker v˜ δ←− V r ← 0:
As a result we have the following diagram for H ′′:
0 0
↓ ↓
0← 0 ←− · · ·←− 0←−0??y ??y ??y
:::
:::
:::??y ??y
0← 0 ←− · · · ←− 0 ←− 0??y ??y ??y
0← M
ρ∈1n
V r/Ker ρ δ←− · · · δ←− M
v∈10
V r/Ker v δ←− V r ← 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
Lemma 12.4. For any n-complex 1y p in d-space, d ≥ n, such that the
vertices of each face are in general position, we have
H ′H ′′p; q =

Hn−pRd+1−r1y p if q = 0
0 if q 6= 0.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 12.3.
For any bicomplex Kr1y p there is an associated total complex Tot
Kr1y p whose n component is
TotKr1y pn =
M
p+q=n
Kp;q
and whose boundary operator is d′ + d′′. This is indeed a boundary opera-
tor as
d′ + d′′2 = d′2 + d′′2 + d′d′′ + d′′d′ = 0:
When most of H ′ and H ′′ are zero, the homology of the total complex can
be computed in terms of the iterated homologies H ′H ′′ and H ′′H ′.
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Lemma 12.5 [25, Lemma 11.20]. If H ′p; q = 0 when p 6= 0, then
HqTotKr1y p = H ′′H ′0; q. If H ′′p; q = 0 when q 6= 0, then HpTotKr
1y p = H ′H ′′p;0.
Theorem 12.6. If 1y p is a homology n-sphere realized in d-space,
d ≥ n, such that the vertices of each face are in general position, then
HiRr1y p ∼= Hn−1−iRd+1−r1y p:
Moreover HiRr1y p = 0 if i ≤ n+ r − d − 2.
Proof. The rst conclusion follows from Lemmas 12.2, 12.4, and 12.5.
For the second conclusion we need only note that the right hand side is 0
if n− 1− i ≥ d + 1− r.
Corollary 12.7. Let 1y p be a homology n-sphere realized in d-space
such that the vertices of each face are in general position.
(i) Suppose n = d. Then for all r, HiRr1y p = 0 if i 6= r − 1 and
Hr−1Rr1y p ∼= Hd−rRd+1−r1y p: In particular 1y p is r-rigid for all r.
(ii) Suppose n = d. Then hr1 = βr−1Rr1y p:
(iii) Suppose n+ 1 = d. Then for all r, HiRr1y p = 0 if i 6= r − 1,
r − 2, and Hr−1Rr1y p ∼= Hd−r−1Rd+1−r1y p. This means we have
an isomorphism between the space of r-stresses and the space of nontrivial
d + 1− r-motions of 1y p.
(iv) Suppose n + 1 = d. Then gr1 = βr−1Rr1y p − βr−2Rr
1y p.
Proof. Parts (i) and (iii) are direct consequences of Theorem 12.6. Parts
(ii) and (iv) are consequences of Parts (i) and (iii) as well as identities (3.1)
and (3.2).
Remark 12.8. The above result gives a correspondence between the
r-stresses and d + 1 − r-motions of homology d-spheres realized in
d + 1-space such that the vertices in every facet are in general position.
This is already known for r = 2. In this case Maxwell’s theorem [7, 8] gives
an explicit construction of 2-stresses from d − 1-motions and vice versa.
An explicit construction for r = 1 is also known. These explicit construc-
tions actually give a correspondence for a broader class of complexes. For
r = 1, the correspondence works for all oriented manifolds. For r = 2,
and homological cycles, every 2-motion generates a d − 1-stress. The con-
verse, however, holds only for homology spheres. However, for r > 2, the
question remains open.
It also gives another interpretation of the DehnSommerville relations
for spheres.
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Corollary 12.9. Let 1 be a homology d-sphere. Then
(i) hr1 = hd+1−r1;
(ii) gr1 = −gd+2−r1.
Proof. These follow from the previous Corollary 12.7.
We can draw similar conclusions for general CohenMacaulay com-
plexes (including balls). The only difference is that for a CohenMacaulay
n-complex, the only non-zero cohomology which occurs at the top is no
longer . Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 12.10. If 1y p is a CohenMacaulay n-complex realized in
d-space, then
H ′p;q =
( L
σ∈1q−1
V r−q/Ker σ˜ ⊗Hn−qLinkσ if p = 0
0 if p 6= 0.
Moreover, H ′′H ′p;q = 0 if p 6= 0 or q ≥ r + 1.
Proof. The rst conclusion follows from the fact that the links of Cohen
Macaulay complexes are again CohenMacaulay and that all their coho-
mologies vanish except at the top dimension. That H ′′H ′p; q = 0 if p 6= 0
follows from the fact that H ′p;q = 0 if p 6= 0. The nal conclusion follows
from the fact that V r−q/Ker σ˜ = 0 if q ≥ r + 1.
Theorem 12.11. If 1y p is a CohenMacaulay n-complex realized in
d space such that the vertices of each face are in general position, then
HiRr1y p = 0 if i ≤ n+ r − d − 2.
Proof. By Lemmas 12.10, 12.5, 12.4, and 12.3 we have
Hn−jRd+1−r1y p ∼= H ′H ′′j; 0 ∼= H ′′H ′0; j = 0
if j ≥ r + 1. Since r = d + 1 − d + 1 − r and i = n − n − i, we have
HiRr1y p ∼= HiRr1y p = 0 if n− i ≥ d + 2 − r.
Corollary 12.12. If 1 is an d-dimensional CohenMacaulay complex,
then hi1 ≥ 0 for all i.
We can say something stronger about balls because we know the coho-
mologies at the top dimension.
Lemma 12.13. If 1y p is a homology n-ball realized in d-space and 10
denotes its interior, then
H ′p;q =
8<:
L
σ∈1q−10
V r−q/Ker σ˜ if p = 0
0 if p 6= 0.
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Proof. First we note that the homologies of a ball vanish in all dimen-
sions. Next we note that the link of a face in the boundary is again a ball
while that of a face in the interior is a sphere. The result then follows.
Theorem 12.14. Let 1 be a homology n-ball, and let 10 denote its interior.
If 1y p is realized in d-space d ≥ n such that the facets are in general
position, then
HiRr10y p ∼= Hn−1−iRd+1−r1y p:
Moreover HiRr10y p ∼= Hn−1−iRd+1−r1y p = 0 if i ≤ n + r − d − 2.
In particular, if d = n, we have
Hr−1Rr10y p ∼= Hd−rRd+1−r1y p
and if d = n+ 1, we have
Hr−1Rr10y p ∼= Hd−r−1Rd+1−r1y p;
Hr−2Rr10y p ∼= Hd−rRd+1−r1y p
while all the other homologies are 0.
Remark 12.15. There is an interesting interpretation of this result in
mechanics. If n = 2, d = 3, and the boundary of the ball is pinned then
the nontrivial 2-motions of the pinned ball correspond to the 2-stresses
of the unpinned ball while the 2-stresses of the pinned ball correspond to
the 2-motions of the unpinned ball. Such a correspondence can be shown
constructively. For general n and d = n+ 1, the result says there is such a
correspondence between n-stresses and d + 1− n-motions. However, this
still cannot be shown constructively.
13. CONJECTURES, OPEN PROBLEMS, AND
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this concluding section, we discuss some areas of further work.
13.1. The g-Theorem
One of the recent achievements in the theory of convex polytopes is
the characterization of the f -vectors of convex polytopes. This result is
known as the g-theorem. The sufciency part was established by Billera and
Lee [3] while the necessity part was due to Stanley [26, 27]. The essential
part of Stanley’s proof is that gr1 ≥ 0, r ≤ d + 1/2, for the bound-
ary complex 1 of a convex d-polytope. We have shown in Corollary 12.7
that for a homology d − 1-sphere 1y p realized in d-space, gr1 =
βr−1Rr1y p −βr−2Rr1y p. Thus we can extend the g-theorem to the
class of homology spheres if the following conjecture is true.
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Conjecture 13.1. Let 1 be a homology d − 1-sphere. Then there is
a realization 1y p in d-space such that βr−2Rr1y p = 0 if r ≤ d +
1/2. In other words, 1y p is r-rigid.
A series of works [1, 4, 9, 12, 13, 15, 35, etc.] starting with that of Cauchy
has shown that the conjecture is true for r = 2 for a large class of 1 which
includes homology spheres. The strongest result is the following.
Theorem 13.2. Let 1 be a simplicial d-manifold (without bound-
ary), d ≥ 2. Then there is realization 1y p in d + 1-space such that
β0R21y p = 0. In other words 1y p is 2-rigid.
Proof. We give a sketch of the proof as it is informative. Let C be the
class of simplicial d-complexes, d ≥ 2. The 2-complexes in C are just the
simplicial 2-manifolds. For any d-complex 1 ∈ C, d ≥ 3, and any face σ ∈ 1
such that dim Linkσ1 ≥ 2, we have Linkσ1 ∈ C. Then C includes all
simplicial d-manifolds. The case d = 2 is just Fogelsanger’s theorem [12].
(In fact he has a direct proof for d ≥ 2.)
Let 1y p be a d-dimensional simplicial complex in C realized generically
in d + 1-space, d = 3. Let v be any vertex of 1. Then the projection 5 of
Linkv1 into a three-dimensional subspace is an two-dimensional complex
of C realized generically in 3-space. Hence β0RrLinkv1y5p = 0. Now
Linkv1 ∗ vy p is a subcomplex of 1y p. By the coning Theorem 8.2,
β0RrLinkv1 ∗ vy p = 0. Now 1 is the union of the cones Linkv1 ∗
v, v ∈ 10. By Proposition 10.5 (gluing lemma), we can then prove that
β0Rr1y p = 0 as required. The complete proof can be carried out in
the same way by induction.
A number of people [11, 17 ,18, 28] have tried unsuccessfully to prove
the conjecture for the class of pl-spheres.
In another direction Whiteley [35] proved a version of the conjecture for
nonsimplicial d-polytopes whose two-dimensional faces are triangulated.
This result then leads immediately to a result concerning the h2 compo-
nent of the generalized h-vectors of nonsimplicial d-polytopes. As a step in
direction for the hr component of the generalized h-vector, we boldly put
forward the following conjecture.
Conjecture 13.3. Let 1 be the r-skeleton of a homology d − 1-sphere
whose r-faces are triangulated realized. Then there is a realization 1y p
in d-space such that βr−2Rr1y p = 0 if r ≤ d + 1/2. In other words,
1y p is r-rigid.
13.2. McMullen’s Polytope Algebra
McMullen [20, 21] has recently given a somewhat simpler proof of the
original g-theorem for convex polytopes using the idea of polytope algebra
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and the algebra of weights of polytopes. Lee [18] has shown that r-weights
of a polytope are equivalent to its r-stresses. The weights are dened only
for convex polytopes. Can one dene an algebra of r-stresses for arbitrary
simplicial complexes? This should have interesting consequences.
13.3. Lower Homologies
In Section 7, we show that for any 1y p realized in d-space, H0Rd1
is isomorphic to the space of nontrivial parallel redrawings of the 1-skeleton
of 1. The space of parallel redrawings of the 1-skeleton of the a con-
vex polytope is isomorphic to its space of Minkowski summands [16, 39].
We believe that all the homologies and cohomologies have interesting geo-
metric interpretations.
13.4. The Symmetry of the h-Vector
In Corollaries 12.9 and 12.7, we prove that for a homology d-sphere 1,
hr1 = hd+1−r1. This is essentially the DehnSommerville relation. Let
us take the case d = 2. Here 1 is just the boundary complex of a convex
simplicial polytope. When r = 2, we have
β0R11y p = h11 = h21 = β1R21y p;
where 1y p is some realization in 2-space. From Proposition 7.1, we have
h11 = f01 − 3 while h21 = dim Stress21y p. Now take a realiza-
tion 1y q in 3-space such that for a certain projection we have 5q = p. A
polarity in 3-space will send 1y q to its geometric dual 1′y q′. (Note that
1′ is now a simple polytope.) 5 then projects this pair to a pair of recip-
rocal gures in the plane 1y5q = 1y p and 1′y5q′. One can choose
a polarity so that corresponding edges of 1y p and 1′y5q′ are perpen-
dicular. This pair then forms what is called a pair of reciprocal gures.
Geometrically, every reciprocal 1′y5q′ of 1y p gives rise to a 2-stress of
1y p. The polytope 1y q in 3-space is called a lifting of 1y p. The lifts
in which the vertices of 1y q are coplanar are called the trivial lifts. If this
space is factored out, we get what is called the space of nontrivial lifts. The
dimension of this space is equal to that of the space of 2-stresses of 1y p.
It is easy to see that this dimension is also f01 − 3. (Simply leave three
vertices of a 2-face in the plane and lift the other vertices into 3-space.)
This explains why h11 = h21. (For more detail the reader can con-
sult [7, 8, 33].) Such an explaination for the DehnSommerville relations
also exists for the boundary complex of an arbitrary simplicial d-polytope.
Other aspects of duality can also be explored. (See [36, 37] for those already
for the case r = 2.)
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13.5. The anti-symmetry of the g-Vector
In Corollary 12.7 we proved that for a homology d − 1-sphere 1y p in
d-space,
Hr−1Rr1y p ∼= Hd−r−1Rd+1−r1y p:
The left hand side is Stressr1y p while the right hand side is NonTrivd+1−r
1y p. For the case r = 2 and d = 3, there is a way to construct a 2-motion
from a 2-stress [33]. However, such a concrete construction is unknown
for other values of the parameters. From Corollary 12.9, we have gr1 =
−gd+2−r1. If we assume that 13.1 is true then βr−1Rr1y p = gr1 and
βd−rRd+2−r1y p = −gd+2−r1; 1y p is some realization in d + 1-
space. The construction that we seek would then give a very nice geometric
explaination for the anti-symmetry of the g-vector.
13.6. Constructions
For the case r = 2, there are several methods for constructing 2-perfect
frameworks starting with the simplex [31, 38]. It would nice to have ana-
logues of these methods developed for arbitrary r.
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